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Foreword 
This is the second edition of lecture notes on Ferrallitic and 
Plinthitic soils. The first edition was made in 1968 by the first author. 
They have been revised and complemented by the second author when he 
took over lecturing on this subject for the graduates in tropical soil 
science 1 because of the appointment of Dr. Buringh to conrector and 
later-on to president of the Agricultural University. 
For more details students are referred to the original publications 1 
available in the library of the Soils Department. 
The lectures have been illustrated by a great many colour slides of 
soil profiles and landtypes from many tropical countries. An album of 
selected colour photographs can be studied in the library. 
Wageningen 1 April 197.1.. 
Same abbreviations 
CEC = cation exchange capacity 
V base saturation 
S sum of exchangeable metallic cations 
K. 
J. 
OR STOM 
Sio2/A1 2o3 molair ratio (of the clay fraction) 
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CSIRO ""' Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization 
(Australia) 
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Africain (Dakar) 
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Chapter 1. HISTORY OF RESEARCH; EVOLUTION OF CONCEPTS; 
FERR.ALLI'l'IZA'rION VERSUS PLINTHIZATION 
These lecture notes deal with the zonal soils of the humid and 
hot tropical regions of Asia 9 lmstralia, Africa, and South and Middle 
America. It is expected that students have basic knowledge on tropical 
soils in genera!, as described in Buringh (1970). 
The (non-plinthitic) ferrallitic soils are old9 deep to very deep, 
normally well-drained 9 often bright reddish or yellowish coloured soils 
with indistinct horizon differentiation. Their clay-fraction is rich 
in oxides of iron and/or aluminium, and its silicate clay minerals 
belong to the group of kaolinites; this clay fraction has a low cation 
exchange capacity. Since the content of easily weatherable primary 
minerals in the soils is very low and the base saturation aften low, 
the soils are poor from a chemical point of view. Physically however, 
because of their friability, low plasticity, high porosity and stable 
structure, the soils are of high ~uality. 
The plinthitic soils 9 only part of which are ferrallitic, are 
characterized by the presence of iron concretions, iron hardpans or soft 
dense clayey material which is stained by iron-rich mottles and hardens 
on exposure. Chemically these soils are comparable with the (non-
plinthitic) ferrallitic soils, but the drainage condition 9 the depth 9 
and the other physical properties vary widely, normally being inferior 
to those of the non-plinthitic ferrallitic soils. 
The study of both groups of soils started at the beginning of the 
19th century, and has recei ved much impetus during the last tvm decades. 
Unfortunately 9 the nomenclature and classificat ior.s are so varied, that 
misunderstandings on the subject have been common 9 and have not yet 
disappeared present-days • .A short account on the history of research is 
therefore useful (cf. Mohr and van Baren 1964, Sombroek 1966, ..ê.;t§. 1967). 
In 1807 Buchanan found 9 in Malabar-India, a reddish mottled soil 
material, apparently rich in iron9 which was soft on excavation from its 
natural soft condition but becamè irreversibly stone hard when left to 
dry at the open air. The local population used to cut the soft material 
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with a spade into blocks of brick-size, and to use the hardened units 
as building material for temples, houses etc, because of its resistance 
to the weathering action of the local climate. Buchanan called the 
material 11 laterite11 , after the Latin word for brickl 11 later11 • 
The term was eagerly taken up by geographers and soon it became 
associated with red colour of earth in the tropics rather than with 
quality as building material. The meaning of the term narrowed again 
after chemical and mineralogical analysis started. Bauer (1898), for 
instance, studied hardened material chemically. Instead of iron, the 
presence of free aluminium oxihydrates (~~~~~~~-~r~~~!' gibbsite) was 
taken as criterion. Van Bemmelen (1904), who worked in Indonesia, could 
relate the presence of such aluminium oxides with the ratio Si02 aA1 2o3 
(K.-value) of the quartz free soil material. Only if that value was 
1 
lower than 2.0, a material should be called 11 lateritic 11 • Also 
Harrassowitz (1926, 1930), a laboratory man who analysed materials from 
many tropical countries but never visited the tropics himself, adopted 
the criterion that 11 allitic 11 constituents should be present to call a 
soil lateritic. This obliged him to exclude from lateritic materials 
those iron-oxide crusts, apparently having no free aluminium, that 
occurred in 11 superficial" horizons of tropical savannah soils (Savannen-
eisensteine). He envisaged various so-called 11 laterite profiles", and 
-----------
took it as proven that laterltic crusts develop at the surface of the 
soil by evaporation of sesquioxide-rich soil moisture (~Rward movement). 
At this time it became generally accepted among earth scientists 
that weathering anywhere in the tropics would lead ultimately to only 
iron- and aluminium oxides, even silicate clay minerals like kaolinite 
not being stable. Substantial laboratory research on "tropical weathering 
in relation to type of' parent material was done by Harrison ( 1933), based 
on samples from British Guiana. 
About the first soil scientist who studied extensively the conditions 
in the field was Marbut (1932). In Cuba he found a well-drained deep 
reddish soil ,Nipe series, which by all means was 11 lateritic11 in the 
-----------
sense that K.-values were below 2.0, but contained no brick-like material, 
1 
did not harden on continued exposure and showed no indications for 
wandering of sesquioxides to the surface of the soil. In the Amazon valley, 
on the other hand, he found brick-like material and mottled soft material 
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hardening on exposure, both rich in sesquioxides but below "normal11 soil 
material. The sequence would originate under the influence of a shallow 
oscillating groundwater-table, giving a leached imperfectly drained soil 
where sesquioxides would accumulate locally, mainly by downward movement. 
Crusts on well-drained plateaux would be the relics of such a soil 9 after 
erosion of the surface layer. Marbut therefore could discard the 
Harrassowitz "laterite profiles 11 as incorrect and proposod to call the 
well-drained stone-free Cuba soil profile 11 latorite (soil)" and the 
imperfectly drained Amazon soil profile with a reddish mottled zone 
11 groundwater latorite (soil)". Marbut's explanation and sub-division was 
taken over correctly by American soil scientists, who had been able to 
follow his lectures (e.g. Thorp and Baldwin 1940 for China; Roberts 
1942 for Puerto Rico; Pendleton 1947 for India; Kellogg and Davol 1949 
for Congo; Prescott and Pendleton 1952, worldwide). Because no separate 
name was given for the soils with a - rolic - crust, and because Marbut's 
publications contained various writing and printing errors, the confusion 
in international soil literature became however still greator than before. 
Kellogg (1949) therefore proposed the following. The name "Laterite" 
should be confined to such ferruginous ~~!~E~~~~ as harden on exposure 
and the relics of such materials (soft mottled clays that change 
irreversibly to hardpans or crusts when exposed7 cellular and mottled 
hardpans and crusts; concretions; consolidated concretions). 11 Latosol 11 
should comprise all the well-drained zonal soils having their dominant 
-----
characteristics associated with low silica/sesquioxide ratios of the 
clay-fractions: low base-exchange capacities 9 low activities of the clay, 
low content of most primary materials 9 low content of soluble constituents, 
a high degree of aggregate stability, and (perhaps) some red colour. It 
mayor may not contain 11 laterite11 • "Ground-water Laterite (soil) 11 should 
comprise all (imperfectly drained) soils having a gray or grayish-brown 
-----
surface layer over leached yellowish gray A2 over thick reticulately 
mottled 11 cemented hardpan at a depth of one foot or more. Hardpan up to 
several feet thick. Laterite parent material. Concretions throughout 11 • 
(N.B. The latter part of the dofinition was not in agreement with earlier 
descriptions of Kellogg and Davol 1949 and again a source of confusion). 
Several objections were made (cf. Mohr and van Baren 1954) but the 
subdivisions and the terms gradually gained acceptance. Subsequently, 
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a number of different Latosols were described (Kellogg and Davol 1949 
for Congo 9 Bonnet 1950 for Puerto Rico 9 Cline et al 1955 for Hawaii, 
Lemos 9 Bennema et al 1960 for Brazil 9 Bramäo and Lemos 1960 9 worldwide). 
French language soil scientists preferrod tho name "sols ferrallitiques 11 
for these soils (e.g • .Aubert 1958) and §.;ffi ( 1961) introduced the term 
11 Kaolisols 11 for the Congo Latosols. Extensive research on laterite 
formation ( 11 cuirassement 11 ) was carried out by D1Hoore (1954) and Maignien 
(1958) in Africa 9 both agreeing largely with the Marbut concept by clear-
ly contrasting 11 ferrallitization11 versus 11 cuirassement 11 • In tho first 
case 11 accumulation relative 11 of sesquioxides would bo concerned mainly 9 
under conditions of free drainage (no formation of concretions, unless 
micro-ones: shot, R~:.~~~~:~); in the second case an 11 accumulation absolue" 
would be concerned under conditions of imperfect drainage in one way or 
another, with zones of accumulation of sesquioxides in larger concretions 
or continuous sheets). A lengthy though not very critical review on the 
process was given by Sivarajasingham et al in 1962. Also Alexander and 
Cady gave a review ,( 1962). Som broek ( 1966) confirmed wi th his field dBta 
on the Amazon valley the original findings of Marbut 9 supplying many 
profile descriptions. 
Recently anothor effort was made to ond the confusion: In the 11 7th 
Approximation11 (Soil Survey Staff 1960, 1967) the terms 11 0xisol 11 and 
11 Plinthi te" were introduced ( soils rich in "oxides~' and the material 
11 plinthos 11 (Greok for brick) respectively. The Oxisol order would include 
not only the (well-drained) Latosols, but also most of the (imperfectly 
drained) Ground-Water Latorite soils 9 largely as an 11 Aq_uic 11 suborder! 
Plinthite would replaoe the word 11 l&terite 11 9 but no systematic subdivision 
was foreseen for presentdayts forming soft material and fossil, indurated 
material. For the latter therefore Sys (1968) has proposed the term 
11 petroplinthite11 • 
In conclusiom thero have been and still are rather different opinions 
on the complicated soil forming processes (the pedogenesis), the nomen-
clature, systomatics and classification of these important tropical soils. 
Many hypotheses have been presented by various scientists. The reasons 
for these differences can be summarized as follows: 
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a _ the soil forming processes are complicated 9 and they are not yet 
completely understood7 
b - many of the soils undor consideration are old or extremely old 
(Tertiary), the soil formation generally is a vory slow process 
and the influonce of various factors of soil formation changed 
during such a long poriod7 soils aften are polygonetic. 
The soil climate often has changed as did the natural vogetation 
cover (tropical rainforest, secondary forest, savannah); 
c - soils are forrned from various 9 qui te different typos of parent 
material7 
d - many investigations had a local character and no comparison was made 
with other 9 similar soils in the same country or in other countrios. 
In some cases complete theories were doveloped without any field-
checlq 
e - soil scientists have applied different methods of soil sample analysis 
or they have analysed different soil characteristics 9 and consequent-
ly no comparison with similar soils is possible7 
f _ until a few years ago li ttle is done on soil correlation in the 
various countries 9 and in the vmrld; 
g - poor writing and limited or retarded distribution of papers on the 
subject has been a common source for misunderstanding; 
h - diagnosis of the weathering processes involved does not necessarily 
imply that the final stago of soil profile formation has already 
been reached at the particular site of study. 
Nevertheless 9 it is by now generally accepted that two clearly 
distinguishable aspects of tropical soil formation are involved. 
a - the forrallitization process (lateri(t~)zation, lato(soli)zationa 
i.e. the formation 9 under conditions of free drainage, of soils 
poor in silica and rich in sesquioxides 9 leading ultimately to deep 9 
friable, structurally stable 9 homogengously red or yellow coloured 
profiles (Latosols 9 Ferrallitic soils 9 Oxisols). 
b - the plinthi(ti)zation process (mottled clay formation 9 cuirass 
formation): i.e. the formation 9 under conditions of imperfect drainage, 
of a zone of prominently reddish mottled dense clayey material within 
the soil profile, as woll as its hardening upon exposure and its 
fossilization, leading ultimately to rospoctively the imperfectly 
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drained 11 Ground-Wator Laterite soils 11 and the more-or-less well-
drained 11 Soils-with-fossil-plinthite11 1 only apart of the latter 
constituting (concretionary) Latosols. 
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Chapter 2. THE FERRALLITIZATION PROCESS. 
In the past a number of hypotheses on the process of formation of 
ferrallitic (and plinthitic) .soils have been put forward. In the 
beginning some scientists had the opinion that the materials involved 
were a product of sedimentation (aeolic, volcanic, or lacustrine). 
Others believed that a mere residual product of r•ock weathering was 
concerned. It has even been suggested that a tropical disease of rocks 
is concerned, the rock being destructed by pathogenie micro-organisms. 
After mineralog·ical and chemical analysis of the materials concerned 
was taken up, a relati vely simple theory of 11 laterization11 by 
katamorphism of rocks carne into being. The application of new techniques 
of study in recent years has however revealed that both a 11 ferralli tiza-
t ion" and a 11 plinthi tization11 process exist, both in fact forming a 
complex of various destructive and constructive subprocesses, influenced 
by many 9 often quite different factors of varying aggressi vi ty that 
should be studied from mineralogical and chemical but also physical and 
biological point of view. 
The ferrallitization process is discussed at length by Van Schuylen-
,p.orgh in the new edition of Ivlohr and Van Baren 1 s book 11 Tropical Soils 11 9 
to which may be referred. The below gives only the main points: 
An almost continuous, slow percolation of water through the soil 
causes the leaching of various ions and components to deeper soil layers 
or to a very deep-lying groundwater-table~ In order to fulfill such 
condition a number of factors are of paramount importance viz. 
a - the internal drainage of the rotten rock, of the parent material and 
of the soil. A high permeability permits excess rainwater te perco-
late through the soil' 
b - the quantity of water percolating through the soil. This depends 
on the precipitation, that should be high, and on the natural 
vegetation, which should preferable be a tropical rainforesty 
c - the mineral comvosition of the parent rock or parent material. As a 
result of the noo.thoring process different components will be formed 
in the soil; some are leached, whereas others remain in the soil7 
d - the organic matter produced by the vegetation, and the wey in which 
its decomposition takes place. 
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Generally speaking 9 the ferrallitization process can be divided in 
some subprocesses 9 which will be discussed separately. However 9 it 
should be kept in mind that in nature these processes all act together 
or consecutive with varying degrees of intensity in material in 
different stages of development. These main subprocesses are: 
a - the weathering of primary minerals 9 in most cases leading to a 
hydrolysis of silicates 
b - the leaching of bases and silica 
c - the formation of new minerals (neosynthesis) 
2.1 The weathering of rocks and minerals 
The formation of soils from primary rocks and minerals starts with 
weathering 9 an irreversible process influenced by water 9 air (oxigen) 9 
organic matter and temperature. It consists of desintegration (physical 
break-down of rock into smaller fragments) and decomposition (ohemical 
break-down 9 normally followed by formation of new chemical compounds). 
In the hot and humid tropics the chemical weathering is by far the most 
~-------------~-~-------important. For the most important primary minerals in rocks and sediments 
it can be expressed in a general way as follows: 
amphiboles and pyroxenes (basic rocks) --? bases (Ca + Mg) + silica + 
Fe-oxihydrat es 
felspars (acid rocks) --7 bases (K + Na + Ca) + silica + Al-o:xyhydrates 
Chemical weathoring consists of 
a) hydratation 9 being thn formation of a thin layer of water molecules 
on the surface of minerals 9 becoming more and more important when 
the mineral particles become smaller. 
b) oxidation9 being the influence of air 9 in particular oxigen 9 or the 
loss of electrons. 
c) solution of the easily soluble components 9 in particular of cations 9 
giving the soil water a specific character. 
d) hydrolysis: cations of the mineral surfaces are replaced by H+ of 
dissociated water molecules. For potassium felspars the hydrolysis 
can be expressed as: 
K(A1Si3 )o~ + H+ + (OH)- --~ H(A1Si3 )o8 + K+ + (OH)-
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This alkalic reaction continues, since H(A1Si3 )o8 is not stable. It 
transforms into single ions of Al and Si or into colloidal gels, which 
at the ferrallitization process are either leached or transform ultimate-
ly into clay minerals like gibbsite and kaolinite. Leaching more-over 
takes away the cations. In contrast to weathoring at temperate climates 
no organic acids (which would further speed up the reaction by neutraliz-
ing the (OH)- ions) would be of influence at the ferrallitization process, 
because of the rapid and complete mineralization of the humic substa.nces. 
The weathering .process depends on the type of parent rock, in particular 
its mineral composition. Same minerals are much easier weathered, e.g. 
olivine, than others e.g. que.rtz. "Weathering sequences 11 exist, and the 
stability of primary minerals can be expressed in terms of entropy (Van 
der Plas, lecture notes) and reaction potentials (Garrels and Christ 1965). 
The permeability of the rock is also of influence. Most sediments and 
basic crystalline rocks are more permeable than the acid crystalline rocks. 
Low permeability of the rock or of some rock- or sediment layers may 
lead to the plinthitization rather than to the ferrallitization process, 
because of percolation absence. 
The intensity (aggressivity) of chemical wea.thering depends for a good 
deal on the temperature and moisture regime. In the humid and hot tropics 
-------------------------------
it is 5-10 times stronger than elsewhere. 
Also time plays a role. In the typical tropical soils the process of 
chemical weathering has been active for a very long period (relatively 
high stability of the landsurfaces due to protocting vegetative cover). 
This, and the high intensity of weathering has resulted in the situation 
that in fully developed soils in these areas practically no weatherable 
minerals are present anymore (which is used as a characteristic, see below). 
2.2 The leaching of bases and silica. 
The cations freed at hydrolysis of the primary minerals are very soluble. 
At the ferrallitization process, where a continuous excess of rainwater 
can freely percolate through the soil to deeper layers (in case of un-
con~olidated permeable sediments) or directly to the rivers (impermeable 
substratum of rock or stiff sedimonts in sloping terrain)j these cations 
are easily and fully leached. 
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Also part of the silica is leachcd at the ferrallitization process 9 
but not so 9 or to a lesser degree the sesquioxides (Fe and JU 9 some Mn, 
Ti). A relative incroase in the sesquioxide content is the result. The 
ratios Si02/A1 2o3 (=Ki value) resp. Si02/R2o3 (=Kr ratio) can therofore 
be used as indicators for the occurrence and the stage of the ferralliti-
zation process. Tho differential leaching of Si versus sesquioxides is 
still not well understood. Various theories have been developed to 
explain this essential difference with temperate zone weathering (cf. 
Van Schu.ylenborgh in "Tropical 8oils 11 ) .: 
a - the classical theory of different solubility of the simple ions 
-----------------------------
conditioned by tho pH. While in temperate regions any percolating 
water has an acid character under influence of presence of organic 
acids (humic materials being mineralized incompletely and at slow 
rato) 9 in the tropics the percolating water would be alkalic since 
no such acids are formed (complete mineralization of the humus) 9 
leaving only the influence of cations. At such relatively high pH 
the silica would be more soluble than the sesquioxides 9 hencie a 
relative increase in sesquioxides at the prevalent strong percolation 
rate is the result. 
A number of objections have been made to the above; the forralliti-
zation process continues also in (pre-)weathered soil material that 
is definitely acid; pure silica in laboratory trials has proven to 
be as soluble in basic as in acid conditions. 
b - more recently it has been suggested that the different behaviour of 
components formed during the hydrolysis should be explained by 
different ion-potentials. The cations having an ion-potential of 
--------------
< 3.0 are always in solution; Al, Fe, Mn and Ti with ion-potentials 
3.0-9.5 would precipitate (unless linked to humic acids) 9 and Si, 
with ion-potential > 9.5, would become soluble in combination with 
oxigen. 
At any pH therefore, Si would be loached 9 the process only being 
only more intense with more regular and higher temperature percolation 
water. 
c - desionization theory (Herbillon and Gastuche 1962). 
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2.3 The formation of new minerals. 
It is well established that tho ferrallitization process leads 
ultimately to predominance of sesquioxide clay minerals like gibbsite 
and goethite, and of silicate clay minerals of 1t 1 lattice structure 9 
notably kaoJ.inite; the first being prominent in forrallitic soils from 
basic rocks, the latter in ferrallitic soils from acid rock or sediments. 
The way in which the formation of these secondary clay minerals takes 
place is howevor subject to much controvorsy. 
a) ~~~-!~~~~!~~~-~!_s~~~~~!~ (= hydrargillite, YA12o3 .3H2o, yAl(OH) 3). 
Several possibilities have been put forward: 
- The crystallization of Al is determined solely by its amphoteric 
charac-tor, hence depondent purely on the pH (cf. Harrison 1934 9 
following the classical theory of the iso electrical point (I.E.P.) 
of Mattson). In acid conditions (woathering of acid rock) Al would 
act as a base and attract anions, being those of Si gels (supposedly 
not or little leached at this pH; humic acids not formed; anorganic 
anions leached); Si and Al gels would combine to give directly 
kaolinite. In basic conditions however (initial weathoring of basic 
rock), the Al-gel acts as an acid; its tendency to attract cations 
cannot be fulfilled since these cations are (being) leached. 
It therefore can combine only with itself 9 ultimately forming gibbsite 
( 11 primary latorite 11 ). 
- Formation by desionization (cf. Herbillon and Gastuche 1962). In acid 
conditions the Al-gel would be surrounded by anions fixed at the 
(vague) structure in an ~~~~~~!~~ way7 no crystallization as gibbsite 
is possiblo, kaolinite being formed instead, ultimately. In basic 
conditions the Al-gel can be surrounded only by cations. Since these 
are however (being) leached 9 the gel remains without impurities and 
the forming of hexagonic crystals of gibbsite at drying/ageing does 
not meet resistances. 
- Formation by a titration effoct (a.o. Bruggenvrerth 9 in preparation). 
Whatever the original pH, the strongly active leaching water carries 
off H+, which causes increased speed of concentration of Al(OH)Î to 
an alkalic reaction, upon which crystallization to gibbsite can take 
place. 
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- Formation by gradual desilication of kaolinite. This would take 
place in old 9 already ferrallitic soils. 
b) The formation of 1:1 lattice silicate clay minerals 9 notably kaolinite, 
Al 2 (si2o5)(0H) 4. (Sometimes halloysite - containing additionally 1.5 
a 2 molecules H20 - is formod 9 or meta-halloysite). Several possibilities 
have been put forward. 
Direct formation frorn structural remains of some primary silicate 
minerals. The crystal-structure of felspar would not allow this1 that 
of micas possibly. 
- Format ion by simple combination of ii.l and Si gels in acid condi tions 
(see a). 
- Resilication of gibbsite (Harrison 1934). Laboratory trials howover 
have indicated that there is no affinity of Si02 towards crystallized 
sesquioxides. 
- Formation via short montmorillonite and halloysite phases of mineral 
forrnation. Quite likely to occur. 
- :B'rom gels of Al and Si in the pro-gi bbsi te stage of woathoring ( see a). 
c) The formation of iron oxide clay minerals, notably the brownish goethite 
( ~" limonite) 9 Le. D<'--li'eO(OH), and the reddish haematite, i.e. <X-Fe 2o3 • 
(Sometimes additionally secondary minerals of Mn (doelterite) and of Ti 
( anatase)). 
- From Fe-gels being formed at the hydrolysis; a simple process 9 since 
thero is no affinity - in contrast to the Al-gels - to combine with Si. 
Directly from structural rests of Fe-rich primary minerals like 
magnetite 9 chromite and ilmenite. 
- By import of ferrous ions (solublel) from elsewhere (=contaminE,tion). 
Especially in the latter case the iron oxides would occur as powder, 
micro-concretions 9 or coatings on other clay-minerals including clay-
sized q_uartz 9 and one can speak of a transition to the plinthization 
process. 
It is clear that much is still unsure or controversial as regards the 
details of the ferrallitization procoss. Thoro are a number of reasons for 
this: 
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~. Spatial complexity of the (sub)process(es) 
i:'he pH varies at very short distances in the zone of weathering, 
while only averages are measured. 
The intensity of leaching varies considerable at very short distance, 
due e.g. to variation in pore space. 
All phases can occur - at the same time - at very short distances, 
----------i.e. some mm's, especially nearest the weathering rock (=zone de 
dópart). 
Often E~~~~~~~!~~-~:;!::_;::~~~~ 7 connected with climatic changes, are 
concerned for a particular 11 latorite11 profile under study, while this 
can be established only with difficulty, if at all, because the 
processes of change are very rigorous. 
The processes should be essentially different at different sites of 
the soil/weathering profile. If the fresh rock is near or at the 
surface, weathering in its zone de départ takes place under conditions 
of relativo richness of anions and cations. If the frosh rock is deep, 
then the continued woathoring in the soil mantle abovo it takes place 
under ~onditions of poorness in bases, and some influence of humic 
acids c.q. carbonic aoids of roots. The weathering at the zone of 
depart of this case would feel an influence of the prooesses taking 
------
place in top (e.g. import of percolating Si) 
The influence of ~~~~~~~~~~~-E~~~~~~~~ is not fully acknowledged. 
Percolating water would not be acid, because nearly complete and 
rapid mineralization of fresh organic matter would take place, while 
C0 2 formed would escape. The few organic acids still form0d would 
chelate with Fe and Al, forming complex components with an alkalic 
reaction. 
The influence of macro-biological soil processes is often disregarded. 
-------------------------------
Termites, ants and rodents are however abundant and have an enormous 
physical influence (homogonization). Also biochemical influence is 
possible (termites form a basic environment, leaf-cutting ants 
incorporate organic matter deep down in the soil!). 
There is an influence of ~~~~~~-~::.~~!~!~~~· 
Roots have both physically (porosity) and chomically (co2 liberation) 
a strong influence on the ferrallitization process. 
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Bo Complexi ty of the analysis mothods ( cfo Schellman 1964a) 
- Optical methodsz microscopie study concerns only the sandfraction, 
-----------
elect ro nmi cros co pi c study (electronmicrographs) concerns the clay-
fraction 9 including amorphic parts 9 but is vory expensiveo 
- Crystal analysis wi th X-rays studies the clayfraction but not its 
------
amorphic parts 9 is rather q_uali tati ve and expensi vo o 
- IJ.rystal analysis with ~~: do 9 rathor quantitative 9 but elaborate. 
Qhemical analysis methods are several 9 eogo 1) total analysis with 
--------------
cal cu1 at ion of element balance 9 2) analysis of ~~~~~~~ components; 
solvents of much varying aggressivity are used; the surphuric acid 
attack 9 for instance, concerns all secondary minerals and colloidal 
materials 9 4) determination of the ~~!~~~-~~~~~~~~-~~E~~~!~o Often 
the influenco of organic matter is not properly acknovvledged 9 and 
5) determination of ~E~~~!~~-~~:!~~~· 
At any of these methods 9 grainsize doterminations may be incomplete 
(incomplete dispersion) 9 the influence of organic matter may not be 
acknowledged 9 or analysis on total soil - including concretions -
may not be clearly contrasted with analysis of the clay fractions. 
Analysis of the drainage water. ~n interesting new approach 9 but 
liable to much interpretation errors. 
~~E~:~~~~!~~-~~~!~~:~~~· Influence of biochemical procosses and o~ uoil 
fauna is very difficult to include in the experiments. 
~~~-~!-~~~;:~~::.:.E~::_~::_~ o A very useful now tool for study of the 
ferrallitization process 9 but selection of samples should be based 
carefully on surveys findings (compare Kubiena 1962 9 general versus 
Stoops 1968 for Congo and Bennema 9 Jongerius and Lemos, 1970 9 for 
Brazil) 9 to avoid similar confusion and controversy as has been the 
result of earlier chemical analysis (with Harrassowitz 1930 as glaring 
example). 
- ë~~~~~~· Tliis most essential basis for selection of materials for 
analysis and tho interpretation of its results has boen lacking to 
large extent 9 being remedied only recently (Brazil 9 Congo 9 W • .Africa). 
The approach to survey is of influence as well: if mapping takes place 
on pre-fixed genetic concepts 9 the results may be biased. Mapping on 
pro file morphometry together wi th physiography ( 1andforms) seems more 
reliable as basis for subsel1uent analytica} work and the formulation 
of hypotheses on genesis. 
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Chapter 3. FINAL RESULTS OF THE FERRALLITIZATION PROCESS. 
First of all it should be stated that the occurrence of the process 
does not automatically imply the presence of ferrallitic soils. The 
latter are only the end (mature or rathera se 1üle stage) of weathering 
sequences, where the whole process has been completed. Some weathering 
sequences in the tropics are given in the soheme no. 2 (cf. also Bennema, 
Jongerius and Lemos 1970). The general characteristics of ferrallitic 
soils are the following (cf. Bennema 1963, Sombroek 1966) 
A. Morphometrical aspects. 
1) deep profiles. The C horizon often extends to many metres depth. 
2) well drained. If drainage was imperfect, the plinthitization 
process would have entered (chapter 4). 
3) uniform colours, without mottles, below the Al horizon usually red 
or yellow and of relatively high chroma. Due a.o. to the presence 
or predominance of sesquioxides in the clay fraction. 
4) texture often clayey, because all weatherable minerals have been 
transformed into clay minerals. Only when "rego-genetic 11 materials 
(pre-weathered sediments) relatively rich in quartz grains are 
concerned, the texture may be rather sandy. A minimal clay percen-
tage of 15% is however frequently used, in the understanding that 
in still sandier tropical upland soils the activity of the 
colloidal part becomes insignificant. 
5) the silt content is low. This generally observed fact (Van Wambeke 
1962) is apparently due to a relatively easy destruction of silt-
size fragments to claysize, in part because a good deal of the 
silts consists of easily weatherable minerals like micas. The silt/ 
clay ratio is therefore an useful indicator for ferrallitic soils. 
Limits vary somewhat, a.o. because of a difference in the definition 
of silt (u.s.A. 11 silt 11 2-50µ, France a.o. 11 limon11 2-20p.), but in 
general the ratio should be below 0.25. Older data can often not be 
used for this purpose, because granulometric dispersion (difficult 
because of strong coatings in the microstructure) in early 
laboratory tests was often not complete. 
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Even with modern dispersion agents the ratio cannot be used reliably 
in case high percentages of sesquioxides are involved (cf. Bennema 
1960 for the Terra Roxa Legitima). 
6) the horizon differentiation is indistinct. Except for that of the A1 
(or A.P) to the A3 9 all horizon limi ts are diffuse or gradual, due a.o. 
to little or no clay illuviation and the strong homogenization by soil 
animals. In relatively sandy profiles with limited percentage of 
sesquioxides in the clay fraction, the total difference in texture 
between A and B horizon can still be rather large. As limits are some-
times taken& a textural gradient (=difference in clay content over a 
certain distance) of less than 7ofo increase over 20 cm, or a textural 
ratio B/A (=arithmetic mean of clay content of the B subhorizons 
except the B3, divided by the arithmetic mean of the clay content of the 
A subhorizons) of maximally 1.8. 
7) absence, or presence in only very low percentages of the total ped 
surface, of distinct clayskins on structure peds or distinct clay-
linings in the pore channels. Related with 5). 
8) the structure is weakly coherent porous massive, composed of stable 
very fine granules, which on their turn may form weak subangular 
blocky elements. 
9) the consistency is friable or very friable, when moist, relatively 
little sticky and plastic when wet, soft to slightly hard when dry. 
Due in large part to the low physical activity of the clay minerals. 
10) the aggregate stability is high, due to the nature of the clay minerals. 
Horizons with little or no organic matter have little or no "natural 
clay11 (i.e. clay-size elements obtained by shaking with destilled water 
only - no dispersion agent used), unless the sesquioxide clay mineral 
percentage is extremely high (excess of electro positive charges, 
instead of excess of electro negative charges as in the case of organic 
matter). 
Consequently, the "structure index" (=difference between natural 
clay and total clay after dispersion, in percentage of total clay) is 
high to very high - normally 95-10ofo in the B horizon. 
11) the porosity is high throughout, especially as regards the smaller pores. 
12) a small tendency to sealing or crusting of the surfece layer. Related 
with 10). 
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13) the water passage is rapid, both as regards infiltration rate, 
peroolation rate and hydraulio oonduotivity. 
14) the erosion susoeptibility is small. Related with 9 - 13. 
15) rooting is deep, as is the aotivity of soil animals eto. 9 down to 
several metres. 
' B. Mineralogioal aspeots 
16) Low amount of weatherable minerals in the sandfraotion 9 a refleotion 
of the intense and long-lasting ohemioal weathering. Primary minerals 
with small resistanoe to weathering (mioas etc.) should form less 
than 1%, those with moderate resistenoe (turmaline 9 staurolite 9 etc.) 
maximally 4%. In faot therefore 9 praotioally all of the sand ~raotion 
oonsists of quartz-grains and micro oonoretions of sesquioxides. 
17) the olay fraotion oonsists of olay minerals of low aotivity, being 
sesquioxides (often a minimum iron oxide content is taken 9 viz. 12 %), 
kaolir.ite, minor percentages of olay sized quartz 9 and possibly 
inaotive gels of Si and Al (more activa, compound gels 9 e.g. the 
amorphous aluminium-silioate allophane 9 should not ooour). 
The strong predominanoe of kaolinite + sesquioxides implies that a 
Ki value (=Si02/Al 20) of smaller than 2.0 (which is the theoretical 
ratio for pure kaolinite) is taken as a oriterion. Many ferrallitic 
soils have in faot a K.< 1.5. 
1 
C. Chemioal aspeots 
18) Low oation exchange oapaoity (CEC) of the clay fraotion, due to the 
nature of the olay minerals. This holds in partioular for the soils 
low in kaolinite (K.< 1.0), but also some ferrallitio soils rioh in 
1 
this material, but with it orystals ooarse and ooated 9 have extremely 
low CEC 1 s. Limits depend on the method of analysis (influenoe of the 
pH chosen at the determination of the 11 potential" CEC!), being 
roughly below 10 m.e./100 g clay. Care should be taken that dispersion 
has been complete, and the - relatively very high - activity of the 
organio matter is duly subtraoted (for the method of. Bennema 1966). 
19) Low amount of exchangeable metallic oations 9 in percentage of the 
potential CEC, i.e. a low base saturation (v). Values of < 35-40% 
are normal 9 but some A horizons and the whole of ferrallitic profiles 
.in presently relatively dry regions may have higher values. 
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Associated with the low V values are J.ow values for pHH 0 , 2 
namely normally ~ 5.0. 
20) relatively high anion exchange capacity, and related high fixing 
power for phosphorus, especially in the ferrallitic soils rich in 
s esquioxides. 
21) low active acidity, i.e. low percentage of (H + Al)+ at the pH of 
the soil in the field. In fact however, in tropical soils, the 
relativa amount of H in the percentage of non-metallic cations is 
insignifica.nt in comparison to the (Al)+. Therefore one aften 
mentions low percentage ofexcl1angeable aluminium instead. Values of 
less than 2 m.e./100 gr soil are common (<25% of the potential CEC, 
contrasting wi th (Al)+ percentages of 75% for acid Hydromorphic soils 
in the tropics, cf. Sombroek 1966). 
Associated with this are relatively small p~ ~-pHKCl differences 
(0.5 unit or so). Sometimes Pl\:cl is even higher 2than pHH 0 (very 
old ferrallitic soils rich in sesquioxides). 2 
Detailed limits for all these aspects, and subdivisions, depend on the 
different systems of classification, and are described in chapter 8. 
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Chapter 4. THE PLINTHIZATION PROCESS. 
The material 11 plinthite11 is a highly weathered mixture of clay, 
quartz and other diluents, containing many humus-poor segregations with 
a high percentage of sesquioxides; this mixture occurs either in soft 
form (i.e. non-indurated 9 cuttable with knife) and is then characterized 
by a light gray matrix with red mottles in varying size, density, shape 
and pattern 1 the mottles changing irreversible into slag-like material 
upon repeated wetting and drying ("Buchanan 1 s laterite", 11 mottled clay", 
11 Fleckenzone 11 , 11 argile tacheté 11 , ''horizon bariolé11 ). The material may 
also occur in hard form (i.e. indurated, breakable only with hammer) 
and is then characterized by slag-like elements of varying size, shape, 
arrangement and texture, within varying percentages of earthy material 
( 11 laterite 11 9 11 ironstone 11 , 11 iron concretions", 11 cuirasse 11 9 11 carapace 11 9 
11 Eisenkruste 11 , 11 canga11 1 11 petro-plinthi t e 11 ). De fini tion after Soil Survey 
Staff 1966, slightly modified. 
4.1 Formation of plinthite 
- Conditions for absolute accumulations of sesquioxides 9 notably iron 
oxides, are according to the great majority of recent publications 
(Prescott and Pendleton, 1952; D1 Hoore, 1954; Maignien 9 1958; Sombroek9 
1966): 
a) imperfect to poor drainage 
b) repeated temporary oxigen supply 
c) water entering the soil without enriching substances 9 i.e. little 
or no inorganic salts 9 no sedimentary particles in suspension. 
In fact this implies that the process takes place on approximately 
flat landsurfaces and/or where a dense substratum occurs, with a yearly 
fluctuating watertable, of which the lower boundary is not too deep 
(about 3 m), and where no flooding (unless mainly from rainwater) occurs. 
- Transport of sesquioxides may take place 
as Fe++ ions: important also at micro transport 
as Fe/(:"1 oxihydrate gels: possibly important at lateral transport 
as Fe/Alz humus complexes: important at downward transport in the soil 
profile ( 11 bleaching11 ) 
Fig. 1. ACCUMULATION ZONES OF SESQUIOXIDES. 
(after D'Hoore, 1954, si ightly modified) 
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as Fe/Al clay mineralss possibly important at downward transport in 
the soil profile ( 11 lessivage 11 ) 
Zones of enrichment of sesg_uioxides are those where the carrying water 
undergoes a change in redox potential. This can concern 
a) downward percolating rainwater, giving the 11 cuirasse de lthorizon 
B" (pseudo groundwater leve1 above compact B) or the "cuirasse de 
llhorizon gleyifié11 (groundwater level proper) - cf. D'Hoore 1954 
and figure 1. 
b) laterally moving groundwater 9 giving the 11 cuirasse de nappe 
(phreatig_ue)" or 11 cuirasse de basse pente". 
c) laterally penetrating or flooding (silt and salt poort) river water 9 
rich in Fe/Al, giving the 11 cuirasse de galerie". 
d) upwards moving groundwater (seepage) 9 and possibly also some upwards 
moving capillary water. 
Precipitation at the soil surface by capillary rise of Fe-rich 
groundwater as a cause for cuirasse formation is nowadays not anymore 
considered. '11he fossil character of surface cuirasses is nearly 
always established. 
The by far most wid6spread mode of enrichment is the one mentioned under a). 
The latter might be considered as a spocial case of relative accumulation 
(cf. Maignien 1966) 9 which holds also for the microtransport at the 
concentration within the mottled zone (sec below). 
Form of concentration 
a) in foliations: taking place usually at lateral import of sesquioxides 
(notably basse pente). 
b) in massive sheetst complete impregnation of sandy layers at downward 
percolation, or at precipitation from riverw2ter (galerie). 
c) in mottles: at horizon B/g1eyifié. A micro-pedological process of 
solution 9 translocation and precipitation due to local oxidizing 
and reduction conditions (much comparable to the gley mottling!) at 
the zone of intermittent saturation 9 possibly with an influence of 
microbes and/or enzymes (Russian School). Sivara,jasingham et al (1962) 
give several examples of the micromorphology of this microtransport. 
Form, size and pattern of mottling vary (cf. Sombroek 1966) from 
individual pedsize concretions to nearly massive complexes 9 
depending ons 
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1) texture: tendency to accumulation in sandy parts, often nearly 
massive (little Fe required for coating of grains!) 
2) structure of soil or parent rock (massive, blocky, prismatic 9 
granular) 
3) biological activity (tubular duo to roots, reticular due to 
termites) 
4.2 Hardening of plinthite 
Conditions for hardening: 
basse pente: evaporation of Fe-rich water in dry season? 
galerie evaporation of Fe-rich standing riverwater? 
horizon B etc.: 
1) during dry months in actual position of formation, as a !~~~~ 
part of the process of soil formation; then nanely a relatively 
easy access of oxigen through the leached sandy A on top of the 
mottled layer is possible1 
2) at a change in climate to drier conditions? 
3) at a lowering of the zone of groundwater oscillation (due e.g. 
to artificial or natural change in base level of the rivers); 
4) by far the most important: surfacing of the layer, at erosion 
of the leached part on top of the mottled layer ("truncation11 ) 7 
due to one or a combination of the following. a) Complete 
vegetatio11 dei§,eneration at the end of profile development, b) 
change in climate, c) te:ctonic movement, d) change of river 
base level and e) detrimental influence of man like burning, 
overgrazing etc. 
Note: little or no hardening takes place when the mottled zone is in fact 
the 11 Zersatz"zone (rotten rock, zone de départ) where the silicate clay 
minerals are not yet kaolinitLc. In this case the mottling is less red, 
the matrix less whitish and the boundarios between mottles and matrix 
are less prominent. 
'rhe hardening process is a process of irreversible dehydration of the 
precipitated and crystallized sesquioxides in a rigid frame, at prolonged 
exposure at or near the surface, allowing full access of oxigen to the 
zone (and helped by intermittent moistening by e.g. rainfall; hardening 
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in dry laboratory conditions is not complete or very slow). Sivaraja-
singham et al (1962) give several examples of the chemistry 9 mineralogy 
and micromorphology of the hardening process. 
Goethite changes to haematite (Fe O(OH) H20 __ , (.)(.Fe O(OH) --~ oc.Fe2o3); 
gibbsite to boehmite and ultimately to bauxite. 
Only the reddish mottles harden. The light gray to white parts inbetween 
be co me gradually oxidized and slowly homogenized ( soil fauna!) ul timately 
till friable brovm or red earth! 
The form of the hardened parts is much varied (compare form of mottles): 
1) nodular/pisolithic ( 11 pea-iron 11 9 11 iron-concretions 11 )a spherical 9 with 
smooth surfaces. 
2) blocky: more or less spherical 9 but with irregular aften sharp edges. 
3) vesicular/vermicular: massive with tubular holes 9 aften breaking to 
rough prisms. 
4) reticular/cellular ("scoriaceous"): massive with cellular holes. 
5) stones: solid massive blocks. 
6) conglomeratic;rocemented nodular (=oolithic) or (rests of) other farms. 
11 cuirasse 11 is a massive thick layer (partly comparable to 11 hardpan") 
11 carapace11 is a more or less loose thick layer (partly comparable to 
11 crust 11 ) 
11 nappe de gravats"/"nappe de concretions 11 is a thin lay er 9 aften transport-
ed (partly comparable to "stone line"). 
The arrangement of hardened parts varies: 
1) according to a pattern if hardened in situ; the pattern is related 
to the pattern of the original mottling and is downwardly still grading 
into present mottling (soft plinthite). 
2) irregular if transported after hardening 9 which can be active ( 
horizontally) or passive (sinking7 earth between and below the hardened 
parts removed by erosion (see 4.4)). 
The chemical composition of hardened parts can be 
1) ferruginous: predominance of Fe (and Ivin) 
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2) manganous: predominance of Mn; especially in valleys with lateral 
transport. 
3) aluminous: predominance of Al7 very old hardened layers where Mn and 
very gradually also Fe has been removed. 
The occurrence in the landscape. The hardening process of a mottled clay 
layer can take place anywhere 9 but is most prominent and deep at plateau 
edges. There are some indications that the lower part of the soft 
-----
plinthite (cuirasse de l'horizon B etc.) vory gradually "shifts" to the 
e;dges (cf. fig. 5), the cause of which is not clear. 
4.3 Destruction of plinthite 
Hard plinthite can be destructed 1 though very slowly 9 by the following 
processes: 
1) mechanicala especially at plateau edges, by undercutting of the soft 
material below. 
2) biologicals by roots, termites etc.; a combination of micro pressures 9 
gnawings and release of decomposing chemical compounds. 
3) chemical: a mobilization and leaching of the sesquioxides, often under 
influence of humic acids. 
The first process is stronger if massive sheets are concerned, the 
second and third process when there is a relatively high percentage of 
earth inbetween, especially if this contains some weatherable minerals. 
As a whole hovwver, the destruction is an extremely slow process, with 
as consequence that there are many Cretaceous and Tertiary fossil cuirasses 
(and also soft plinthites). 
4.4 Transport and/or Buryal 
a) Transport can take place~ 
as sesquioxidos brought in solution, precipitating elsewhere (see 
above). This mode of transport is relatively unimportant. 
- mechanically: 
1) '.::~~~~~!.:'. transport: hardened elements are carried off by erosion 
and are redeposited colluvially (short distance) or alluvially 
(long distance) elsewhere, e.g. at feet of slopes, in alluvial 
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fans, in river terracos. This leads to the formation of 
geologie/sedimentologie stonelines. 
2) relative transport1 carrying away of soft fino earth betwoon 
--------
and below the hardened eloments over a vory long poriod, 
causing a loworing of the lovol of hardoned parts ovor up to 
sovoral tons of metres. 
b) Burying aftor change in c1imato burying of fossil plinthite, 
originatod in situ or transportod can tako place. This can bo by 
fluviatile sodimonts (rivor terracos: Amazon) 9 lacustrine sedimonts 
(Chad basin), aoolic matorials (loess 9 covorsands of Congo), or 
volcanic materials (ash: Indonesia). If the covorage is in a thin 
layor 9 thon it can bo easily mistaken for the A-layor of prosont or 
fossil cuirasso de l'horizon B/Ground-Water Laterito profilos (see 
below). 
4. 5 Recycling 
Aftar relative or absolute transport and/or buryal, climatic and 
hydrologie conditions may change again to conditions favourablo for 
renewod formation of plinthite (either at basso pento, or on flat 
terrains) 9 which mayor may not bo at the zone where the fossil plinthite 
was accumulated. In the first caso the hard eloments of tho fossil 
plinthite are rocemonted: conglomerates are formed upon hardoning. In 
the second case a now zone of mottled clay above or below the fossil 
plinthito will be formed7 aftor hardoning two separate layers of fossil 
plinthi te will be present. Etc. 
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Chapter 5. RESULTS OF THE PLINTHIZ.ATION PROCESS 
.At formation of a soft plinthite zone below or at the lowest part of the 
solum. 
Where relatively light textured, unconsolidc.tod rcgo-gon~tic sodimonts 
form the cover of the land, a zone of fluctuation of the groundwater-
level betv.reen approximately 2 and 4 m depth may cause formation of a zone 
of soft plinthito at that depth with little or no effect on the soil 
forming processos in the upper 2 metres, there still taking place under 
conditions of froo drainage. The soil profile there may be, or develop 
towards, a forrallitic soil (or an Acid Sand, cf. chapter 8). Examples 
of such a situation are reported by Sombroek (1966). In this case, the 
plinthization process is a geologie rather than a pedologie process. 
Note: More or less clayey weatherod material of some metres thick on top 
of impermeable rotting rock would give below an (ultimately) ferrallitic 
solum a zone of mottled material ("Zersatz"), which howevor at progress 
of vveathering would gradually become fully aerated, and disappear as such, 
unless the rock is bath shallow and very poor chemically • 
.At formation of plinthite within the solum. 
Where the zone of oscillating groundwater-level is nearer to the 
surface (arbitrarily loss than 2 m), a restriction of the activity of 
roots and soil fauna in the solum takes place. No full homogenization 
normally resulting in a ferrallitic soil profile - is possible. Clay-
sized particles and sesquioxides are carried downward by the percolating 
rain-water, which in this case contains a substantial amount of humic 
acids since the imperfect drainage impodes full mineralization of the 
humus. These particles are accumulating in the lower part of the zone of 
groundwator oscillation and form essentially the B horizon of a 
pedological profilei the Ground-Vfater Lateri te profile, as recognizod by 
Marbut ( 1934) and successors, develops. Tho classification as "Ground-
Water Laterite soil 11 is essentially a genetic one. The morphometry of 
the profile varies much (cf. Sombroek 1966 for examples) depending on: 
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a) the texture of the par ent material 
b) the richness or degree of pre-weathering of the parent material 
c) the character of fluctuation of the groundwater-level 
d) the length of time that soil forming factors 9 notably climate and 
hydrology 9 stay favourable for the process. 
It is therefore understandablo that i:n a morphometric system like that 
of the 7th Approximation it is difficult to combine the varying profile 
morphometric features into a separate Order. (On the other hand 9 the 
inclusion in the Oxisols is essentially wrong 9 bocauso the latter should 
be confined to well-drained soilsJ). But within the genetic concept 9 
there is nevertheloss an idea of what is the 11 modal 11 Ground-Water Latorite 
profile: Per dofinition (Marbut 1934 9 Kellogg 1949) the clay minerals 
should be 11 latoritic 11 7 i.e. should consist of sesquioxides and 1:1 lattice 
silicate clay minerals (K.~ 2.0). The ultimate stage of Ground-Water 
)_ 
Laterite soil formation can thorefore be roached relatively quickly in 
rego-genetic paront matorial, ospocially if rather sandy, but takes both 
considerable loaching and weathoring in case of relatively rich parent 
material. In the latter case only rarely the ultimate profile is allowed 
to develop, becauso during the long time roquired a gradual erosion may 
offset the natural slow growth of the leached toplayer. Examples of fully 
developed Ground-V/ater Lateri te pro files are given by Sombroek ( 1966) for 
the more or less sandy terraco sodimonts of the Amazon valley: A thick, 
bleached and sandy to very sandy A horizon (A1 + A2), grading sharply 
into a thick, relativoly heavy textured, dense and slowly pormeable B 
horizon (B2 + B3) of soft plinthito. Th~s horizon has a blocky to 
prismatic structure, though clay skins are little apparent. At the 
transition zone of the two horizons some plinthite material occurs that 
has already hardonod (A3 er B1). Ofton, though not always, there is a 
grayish C horizon ("dissolution zone", 11 Bleichzone 11 , 11 pallid zone") below 
the soft plinthitic B, bofore the original parent matorial is reached. 
It will bo clear from the foregoing that the majority of Ground-Water 
Laterite profilos would fall within the Plinthaguults, because of the 
clear argillic character of the B. Others may constitute Plintaguepts. 
Only the ultimate stage, whoro the clayskins tend to disappear and the 
chemical activity of the clay fraction has become very low, can be grouped 
with the Plinthaguox. This ultimate stage 9 on the other hand, can be 
easily confounded wi th the tropical Ground-Water Podzol (Tropaquods) 1 
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which has also a bleached sandy A2 horizon. In fact the Tropaquod soil 
profile can easily be formed within the A horizon of the ultimata 
Plinthaquox. 
The above concerns essentially the 11 cuirasses do 1 1 horizon-B et 
1 t horizon gleyifié11 • It is not always clear from the descriptions of 
D'Hoore and Maignion which are the typical profile morphometric features 
in case of 11 cuirasse de basse pente 11 9 11 cuirasse do nappe 11 and 11 cuirasse 
de galerie" respectivaly. Possibly with the exception of the first 
(strong pallid zone below the plinthite rather than an A2 above it?) 9 
differences with the morphometry as outlined above seem small. But any-
how9 these three site formations of soft plinthite are insignificant 
when compared with the cuirasse de 1 1 horizon B etc • 
.At hardening upon truncation 
A change in hydrologie conditions and/or change in climate 9 provoking 
complete erosion of the A horizon of a Ground-Ylater Lateri te profilo 9 
results in hardening of the soft plinthite. In first instances 9 the 
hardened layer is impenetrable for roots, moisture etc. For all practical 
purposes 9 the material represents unweathered paront material for a new 
cyclus of soil formation. From genetic point of view one might spoak of 
11 Ground-Water Laterite soil 9 truncated phaso 11 (Day 1961) but drainage 
conditions are not really imperfect anymore. It is more consistent to 
speak either of bare Rock-outcrop or Lithosol ("sol brut mineraux") 9 
depending on the comploteness of the truncation. 
At destruction of hard plinthite 
Depending on the pattern of sesquioxide accumulations within the 
originally soft plinthite layer 9 a gradual 11ccxthering11 of the partially 
hardened plinthite layer ma.y or may not take place. 
If massive sheets are concerned 9 the soil will romain a Lithosol or 
even Rock-outcrop for a very long time. If the light-gray matrix parts 
of the original soft plinthite wero considerablo 9 these gradually becomo 
friable 9 while its mineralogical composition is already 11 ferrallitic 11 9 at 
least to a degree. Roots, organic matter and soil fauna can develop. 
1l. gravelly/ concretionary friable layer co mes to overly in this case a 
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dense 9 soft or only partly hardonod layor of plinthite 9 containing 
often (fossil) elements of an argillic Ba Morphometrically classified 9 
the profile is a normally well-drained (not aquic ! ) : 
Incoptisol or Ultisol 9 (petro)plinthic/concrotionary; a Sol Ferrugineux 
Tropicaux, ä concrétions/ä cuirasse. 
Only when earthening of a fossil (hard) plinthite layer in which the 
sesquiacido accumulation is not massive 9 can go on for a very long timo 9 
in climatic condi tions favouring the 11 ferralli tization process'' 9 this 
earthoning will proceed to great depth and result in a Concretionary 
Ferrallitic soil/Latosol. 
On the other hand, the fossil plinthite layer 9 and/or the pallid zone 
below it 9 may be such impermeable that a renewed shallow groundwater 
oscillation occurs. This will result 9 provided climatic conditions are 
appropriate 9 in renewed formation of soft plinthite: Concretionar~ 
Ground-Water Laterite soil. In this case presentday forming soft 
plinthi te is often difficult to distinguish from fossil soft p1inthi te. 
bt transport of fossil hard plinthite 
At transport, during periods of relatively dry climate 9 the sesqui-
oxido accumulations of plinthitic material necessary harden 9 while the 
non-sesquioxide matrix is brought intu suspension. At absolute transport 
the whole is sedimentatod elsewhere (in the process being normally 
enrichod with material of freshly weathered rock). The hardened parts 
normally form sedimentologie stonolines (of rounded stony eloments 
within earthy material). If climatic conditions become favourable again 
for the ferrallitization process 9 a Concretionary Ferrallitic soil 
develops ultimately on tho new site ~nless the stoneline is too deepa 
plain Ferrallitic soil). If drier climates provail a Concretionary 
Ferruginous 'rropical soil (Sol ferrugineux tropical 9 à concrétions/à 
cuirasse) will develop. 
Soils developing at relative transport are comparable to those of 5.4. 
At buryal of fossil plinthite 
At deep buryal the fossil plinthite has no influence on soil formation. 
Shallow burying rosults in eithor Concretionary Ferruginous Tropical 
soil 9 Concretionary Ferrallitic soil 1 Lithosol 9 or Concretionary Ground-
Ferrallitic soil 
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Fig. 2. SOIL PROFILE CLASSIFICATION AT PRESENCE OF PLINTHITE. 
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Water Laterite soil 9 depending on climate 9 general hydrologie conditions 
and degree of imperviousness of the plinthite layer. 
Figure 2 gives a general scheme of the various profiles that may 
develop in the prosence of plinthite (originally with discrete mottling). 
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Chapter 6. SOIL FOBMING FACTORS. 
Thore are six classical factors of soil formation 9 discussed at 
length in handbooks on soil formation like Jenny (1941) 9 Edon (1952), 
Russell (1961) and Rode (1961). Th0y are: 1) climato 9 2) parent matorial 9 
3) topography and landforms 9 4) ground and surface water 9 5) vegetation 
and soil organisms and 6) man and animal. 
These factors do not act j_ndependontly from each other 9 but in an 
interrelated way. Moreovor 9 some of the factors 9 at certain stages of 
soil development 9 are rather a rosult than a cause of a particular soil 
format ion. 
6 .1 Climate 
There is an important difforence between soil climate and atmospheric 
climate. Classification systems for the latter (K~ppen 9 Lang 9 Moier 9 
Thornthwarte) cannot well be applied to charactorize tropical soil 
c limates. Therefore new criteria are gi ven in the 7th 11.pproximation 
(Soil Survey Staff 9 1960 9 1967). Actual measuroments on soil climate 
are however very restricted; a discussion therefore has to be centered 
on atmospheric climate 9 but k0eping in mind the relative value. 
Conditions favouring the ferrallitization process are 9 in the following 9 
always contrasted with those favouring the plinthization process. 
Tomperature etc. 
a) for the ferrallitization process 
high; 24°- 29° mean annual temperature; in soil under forest the 
value is somewhat lower (by + 3°c) and shows hardly any oscillation 
over day 9 month and year. 
Under savannah the microclimate and the soil climate are considerably 
different. Instead of 25°C 9 40° à 45°c maxima occur 9 and lower minima 
(cf. Schulz 1960_9 Nye and Groenland 1960) 
- little direct radiation (clouded half the day); undor forest only 
1-2% of the total light 
daylength always 12 hours 
0 
with altitude decrease of 0.5-0.6 C annual temperature per 100 m. 
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- with latitude decrease irregular (deserts as an interruption); 
seasons becoming more important than annual means. 
Thero is supposedly no ferrallitization 9 especially not so if acid 
0 
rock, where the average annual temperature < 20 C. 
b) for plinthization process: 
- at formation a lower average and larger variation of annual 
temperaturos is possible than at the ferrallitization process 9 
though not necessary. 
Rainfall and humidity. 
a) for ferrallitization process: 
- total annual rainfall often 3 000-6 000 mm (> 10 000 Cameroon 9 
variations over the years may be large), but also ± 2 000 mm 
(.Amazon, Congo) 
- effective rainfall under forest 70-80%, under savannah variable 
- (more important!) regular distribution over the year (<60 mm is 
a "dry" month 9 60-100 mm a 11 moist 11 month 9 > 100 mm a "wet" month) 
and high relative humidity (a.o. rolated to cloudiness) 9 which 
undor forest is 80-98%, much less under savannah (Schulz 1960) 
- high rainfall intensities 9 up to 5-6 mm/minute sometimes 
- under extensive anthropogenic savannah within the humid tropics 
there is a tende:o.cy for the rainfall to become lower and less 
rogular (obsorvations in Amazon 9 Surinam9 Congo). 
Supposedly the ferrallitization process would occur with regular 
rainfall as low as 1300 mm (acid rock) and.even 1100 mm (basic 
rock. There is no relation betwoen the K. value of the clay fraction 
1 
of the ferrallitic soil and the total annual rainfall (though the 
theory of the process would lead to such an assumption). 
b) for plinthization processs 
- the formation is possiblo under the same conditions as above 9 but 
a seasonal variation in the rainfall stimulates tho process. Maignion 
( 1966) indicates that for West l1frica the zone of strongest present-
day plinthite formation would be betwoen the 750 and 1200 mm isohyets 9 
while formation to a losser degree would take place till isohyets 
1500 mm and 500 m resp. Data from N.Nigeria however (Sombroek 1970) 
are not in support of this. 
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- exposure would take place in drier climates (or rathera at the 
change to a drier climate)7 
- hardening after exposure takes place at arry climate 9 though strong 
dry seasons are favourable. 
There exists also an evaluation of the climate wi th a 11 lateri te 
number 1 11 (Kerner-Marilaun 1927): 
R.100 
at which R = total rainfall 
R3/4 = effective rainfall 
S wet-season semi-annual rainfall 
s 
t 
m 
dry season semi-annual rainfall 
minimum monthly mean temp. in °c 
If L) 50 then plinthi te formation would take place. 
The formula was however developed from occurrences of bath recent 
and fossil, hard and soft plinthite 9 and is therefore essentially 
unreliable. 
Paleo climate 
The above considerations have very restricted value in view of the 
slowness of the processes (or rathers the great length of the processes) 9 
and the by naw known important changes in climate during the Cretaceous, 
Tertiary and Pleistocene, as exemplified by the occurrences of river-
terraces and aeolic sands in nowadays forest-covered parts (Amazon 9 
Congo), plinthi te crusts in present day deirnrts (Australia 9 S. W. Sahara) 
and temperate regions (Germany, France). 
Same literature on climatic changess Aubreville 1949 (Africa) 9 
Heinzelin 1952 (Congo), Van der Hammen 1957 (Andes), Butzer 1957 (Medi-
terranean) 9 Wilhelnw 1952 (s .America) 9 Grove and Warren 1968 9 lli§ 1968, 
Fnuro 1967, Hichcl 1970 (\1. ~··frica and Sahara), Zeuner 1959 (general). 
Cf. also: Revue de Geogr.Phys. et de Geol.Dynam. 119 Bulletins ASEQUA. 
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6.2 Parent materials 
a) for ferrallitization process: 
- in principle on all types of material when favourable climate 
_ more widespread and more intensive on basic rock than on acid 
rocks 
- influence of texture of the rock or sediment, beoause rapid 
percolation is essential. If material is very sandy: tropioal 
upland humus podzols ( 11Giant Podzols") instead of ferrallitio 
soils develop examples: Borneo 9 Serawak9 Congo, Amazon). 
- influenoe of the degree of pre-weathering. 11Rego-genetio 11 materials 
like those rioh in kaolinite are easier/quicker reaohing the end-
point of ferrallitization. 
The great depth of weathering, the strong homogenization 9 the often 
long time involved (in the mean time e.g. rejuvenation by deposition 
of volcanio ash 9 aeolio dust etc.) and the apparent uniformity at the 
senile stage make it often difficult to establish for sure which was 
the original parent material. 
b) for plinthization prooess: 
- formation also oocurring on all types of rook or sediment 9 but the 
segregation of Fe is more abundant when basic rock; on the other 
hand 9 sandstones need little Fe for formation of widespread 11 iron 
cemented quartzi te". Very sandy materials give ground-water podzols 
instead 9 oontaining Fe/Al + humus. 
- real hardening only ooours if the soft plinthite has reached its 
final stage of development 9 i.e. if the silicate olay minerals are 
largely kaolinitio. 
It is less diffioult than at the ferrallitization process to establish 
whioh is the original parent material of the plinthite (profiles not 
deep 9 no homogenization9 final stage less uniform) 9 unless lateral 
Fe-supply is ooncerned (foot-of-slope) or the material is transported. 
In situ formation can be established on unrounded form and a oertain 
arrangement of the hardened elements 9 and on ooourrence of related 
soft plinthi te lower down 9 wi th a gradual transi tion. There may be 
however several cycles involved, oocurring at the same level or very 
near to each other ("level-crossing", cf. 6.3). 
~ 
0 
0 
w 
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Fig. 3. LANDFORMS AND SOIL DEVELOPMENT 
{after Bennema, Camargo and Wright, 1962, schematised) 
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6.3 Topography and landforms 
Geomorphologic processes are of paramount importance 9 both for 
understanding the soil genesis and for mapping purposes 9 especially 
when aerial photo-interpretation is applied. Landforms are also an 
important element for land classifi cation/ evaluation. 
a) for ferralli tization process: 
influence altitude cf. 6.1 
slope ~9 the process is most effective on gentle undulating 9 stable 
terrains; if the slope percentage is too high, erosion and land-
slides (falling trees!) take place:; if slope percentage is too low 9 
imperfect drainage is likely to occur. 
- slope form: preferably convex 9 because this results in easier 
drainage than concave. 
In fact ferrallitic soils happen to occur mainly on planation surfaces 
if not too flat 9 and on terraces. 
As regards the planation surfacos the~e are several main ones all over 
the tropics (cf. Davis, King 9 Ruhe): a Gondwanic surface (Jurrassic) 9 
a post-Gondwanic surface (late Cretacoous) 9 an African/Sul .America 
surface (Miocene) and a Niger/ ••••• surface (Pliocene). There may be 
peneplains (i.e. the stable end of an erosion cycle with a certain 
base level) or pedi plains (i.e. headvrater retreat of scarps and forming 
and coalescing of scarp-foot pedimonts). 
Dissected terrains in-between planation-surfaces often show less 
strongly developed soils (Ultfaols 9 Inceptisols or even Lithosols) 9 
because the weathering materials have been and/or are being carried 
off to largo extent: the ferrallitization process never comes to its 
logical end (cf. Bennema 9 Camargo and Vlright 1962 9 for South America:; 
Michel 1968 9 1969 and Kaloga 1969 for West Africa 9 Chatelin 1967 for 
Central Africa 9 D1 Hoore 1959 for Africa in ge11eral9 CSIRO publications 
for Jrnstralia). As regards terraces i t is important to know thoir age 
(Pliocene - Pleistocene - Holocene), but also whether they are 
fluviatile (braiding versus meandering) 9 estuarine or marine, orosional 
or de po si tional 9 thalassostatic (i.e •. formed rnainly under influonce of 
sealevel change: relativa levels of 180 m - 100 m - 60 m - 45 m - 18 m 
- 7.5 m - 3.5 mand 2.0) or climatic (i.e. mainly under influence of 
changes in climate). L€vels of different ago and character can moreover 
cross at certain sites. 
vegetation and inversion of relief at plinthite occurrences 
......... 
.. "" ..... . 
. . . . . . . . . 
change of climate 
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Older terraces 9 especially if depositional (permeable substratum), 
·Well above the river level (no shallow ground-wator level oscillation) 
and consisting of rego-genetic not too sandy materials, are most 
liablo to have ferralli tic soils (of. INfö\C publications on Congo, 
Sombroek 1966 on Amazon). 
Notea Different concepts on landforming procosses havo _influonced 
the various systems of genetic soil classification (Russian9 Fronch 
etc.3 cf. Chatelin 1967). 
b) for plinthization process: 
- formation takes place mainly on flat land-surfaces that have 
impermeable substratum or layers (of any type and origon!), are 
relatively low-lying in rospect to base level, havo strong seasonal 
variation in the water level of nearby rivers, and/or have a 
seasonally very high rainfall without a. proper discharge 9 while no 
enrichment takes place by volcanic ash 9 silt-rich flooding 9 desert 
dust etc. Also formation at foot-of-slope can take place, notably 
where at higher level decomposing fossil plinthite occurs. 
Exceptionally over whole lengths of slopes formation can take place 9 
namely if the slope % is constant and the substratum very dense 
(e.g. due to prior forma.tion of a strong argillic B). 
There are areas where Ground-Water Laterite profilespredominate 
on flat water-devide areas (while next to the rivers Ground-Water 
Podzols develop, cf. Sombroek 1966), and other areas where Ground-
Hater Laterite profiles predominate near to the rivers ("cuirasse 
do galerie" 9 Maignien9 D' Hoore 1954). The reasons for these different 
topo-sites are not clear. 
- exposure and hardening of soft plinthite is promoted by any change 
in the geomorphologic processes, linked normally with changes in 
climate. The resul t may be an inversion of the landscape (Fig. 4: 
landform as a resul t of soil developmont ! ) : "tafel berg-" 9 "ouklip-11 
or 11 high-level 11 laterites (Van der Merwe 1950 for S. Africa),"boval" 
laterites (ORSTOM publications for W. Africa) and 11 table-land11 
lateritos (CSIRO publication for Australia, Prescott and Pendleton 
19 52 9 gener al) • 
RELATIVE POSITION OF PLINTHIZATION LEVELS Fig. 5 . 
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Several cycles of plinthization may have taken place in the same 
area 9 representing a geomorphologic succession. The highest situated 
table lands/scarps are not always the oldest. Deponding on the geo-
morphologic history one may discern respectively burying of 
plinthite levels 9 shifting of levels, inversion of levels and 
crossing of levels (cf. fig. 5). 
The above applies to plinthito levels formed in situ? similar schemes 
can be developed for layers of transported plinthite (geologie stone 
lines). 
Note: a protecti:ng sheet of fossil plinthite may enable ferrallitization 
in deeper layers below it (constant percolation with sesquioxido 
containing but otherwise sterile water), in areas normally too dry for 
the process (Sudan). 
6.4 Ground- and surface water. 
a) for ferrallitization process: 
- free percolation necessary 
no flooding 9 unless incidental and then wi th poor water (rain-vmter) 
b) for plinthization process: 
eithert ground-water level oscillation necessary 9 not too deep 
(intermittent oxigen supply for effective concentration of Fe 
necessary) 
or (loss common): ground-water seepage necessary 9 Fe rich 9 at foot-
of-slope. This latter is a cause for the process possibly only if 
some dry season is present (in a pér-humid climate precipi-tatio'n of 
Fe would not take place); if the dry season is too strong then the 
effective seepage would be too small (10° N. for W. Africa as upper 
limit?) 
- inundation (by flooding water, horizontally moving) or submergence 
(by standing rain-vmter) may or may not pre vent the process, 
depending on the quality of the water. One can distinguish (with 
Brazilian names between parentheses): 
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- .though there is less organic mattor, the higher degree humification 
may start a plinthization procoss in casos whero the balance 
ferrallitization-plinthization was already precareous (e.g. the case 
of chapter 5 .1) • 
Timo is not a factor of soil forrnation sensu strictu 9 but it dotermines 
the not effect of the factors already discussod. It may be repoated that 
many soils subject to the ferrallitization or plinthization process have 
not yet reached their final 11 senilo 11 stage (i.e. Ferrallitic soil resp. 
Ground-Water Laterite soil/Cuirass soil). 
a) for the complete ferrallitization process much time is necessary. The 
process should have started in the Early Pleistocene 9 or Tertiary 9 
unless strong rego-genetic materials are concorned (torraces). 
Calculations by Lenauf and Aubert 1960 for Ivory-coast conditions 
(2000 mm rainfall 9 26°c averago) aro that a poriod of 22 000-27 000 
yoars would bo neodod for only 1 m granitic material to bocomo 
complotoly forrallitic. Undcr loss humid conditions tho period would 
incroase to 200 000 years and more. 
As montionod bofore, ostablishing tho ago of Forrallitic soils is 
vory difficult in view of past climatic_changes. 
b) for the comploto plinthization process e rolatively short time can 
bo sufficiont. 
formation can be in rathor short timo 9 ospocially if rogo-gonotic 
matorials are involved. In natural conditions a poriod as from the 
Early Holocene is knovm to bo sufficient to give the Ground-Wator 
Laterite profile; at artificial change in conditions the profile 
may dovelop in some centuries or oven decennia. 
trunco.tioi;. 1:'.nd ·· {po.rtinl) hardening can take place in a few yoars. 
on the other hand,· the destruction is an extremely slovr process. 
Even plinthites dating from the Cretaceous are known to oxist. This 
explains the frequoncy of plinthite occurrences (of any kind of type: 
soft or hard 9 in situ or transported 9 exposed or buried) throughout 
the tropics and by ond. 
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a) river water containing sodiments (~~::~-~~~~~.~): prevention 
b) river water containing nothing (~~~~-~~~~~[~~~~): no 
prevention 
c) river water containing humic acids (agua prota): no prevention 
----------
d) river water containing sesquioxides (agua marrom): stimulation 
-----------
e) rain water (containing nothing): no prevention 
f) river or sea-water containing salts: prevention. 
Therefore annotation over the year of the quali ty of the surface 
waters is of importance, when carrying out surveys. 
Not es: 
1) The upper level of submergence or flooding doos, of course, not 
coincide with the upper limit of the zone of plinthite formation; 
also howevor when ground-water level oscillations are till near or 
at the surface, the zone is ~t some depth, deponding mainly only 
the type of parent material and tho degree of development of the 
Ground-Water Laterite profile. 
2) The above always concerns intermittent waterlogging (seasonally, 
exceptionally daily). Where permanent waterlogging occurs no Ground-
Water Laterito soil develops but a peat(y) soil, covered with swamp 
forest. 
6.5 Vegetation and soil organisms. 
a) for ferrallitization process: 
most favourable is a dense evergreen forest, mixed in species, in 
rooting depth and in storey composition. Though there is much fresh 
organic residue formation (Congo: 12 ton/ha/year dry matter, i.e. 
80 kg Ca, 50 kg Mg, 50 kg K, much N) no humification takes place 
but rapid and complete mineralization, follovrnd by recycling in the 
vegetation, largely by a dense net of tiny roots on the forost floor. 
the process is less and/or slower under savannah, due to loss 
favourable macroclimate in case of climatic savannah, in case of 
anthropogenic savannah (due to long shifting cultivation) the 
ferrallitization continues, but loss intense because 
i) organic matter is different (grass-litter produces much Si, 
known to form opal phytolithes (bar-shaped, 10 p-0.1 mm) in 
topsoils. 
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ii) macroclimate is somowhat changing. 
iii) microclimate and soil climate become rather irregular instead 
of practically constant over the day 9 month and year. 
iv) burning causes extra drying-out of the söil (and baking around 
taproots). 
v) somo surface sealing occurs 9 which may causo run-off 9 instead 
of rapid percolation. 
vi) run-off may cause (sheet and rill) erosion 9 hence the natural 
growth of the ferrallitization profile is partly offset. 
vii) less deop and less intense rooting and lower organic matter 
production causes lower and/or shallower activity of soil 
organisms2 less homogenization. 
Because of these loss favourable changes 9 there is often some gradual 
subsoil compactation9 some clay-illuviation or even podzolization 
(humic acids carrying Fe downward). 
- termites (..ê;:L§. 1955) 9 ants (notably loaf-cutting ants: Atta spp.) 
forest crabs 9 and microbes (possibly also through enzymes - Russian 
school) 9 are vory activo at the ferrallitization procosst 
homogenization. Worms aro absent. 
b) for plinthization process: 
- at formation the natural vegetation is often .less luxuriant than 
'elsewhere (some dry season ofton more liable to the plinthization) 
but also less than in the immediato surroundings. The lattor is duo 
to the imperfect drainage: rooting dopth is limited. This poorer 
vogotation causes largor oscillation of the ground-water level 9 and 
more formation of organic acids (because the surroundings for 
microbes is less favourablo) 9 which on its turn stimulates the 
Ground-Water Laterite formation 9 which causes further deterioration 
of the vegetation9 etc.: mutual reinforcement. 
Finally an open edaphic savannah develops (fig. 5) 9 which through 
accidontal or purposely started fires becomes xerophytic just like 
the climatic and long-lasting anthropogûnic savannahs. Size and 
shape of these edaphic savannahs vary according to the shape of 
the landforms and the hydrological conditions. 
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- at truncation and hardening (due to climatic change to drier) a 
still poorer vegetation develops because of the dry and extremely 
shallow soil. Sometimes no vegetation at all occurs ( 11 boval 11 areas 
in the Sudan-zone of W. Africa). 
- at gradual dostruction of fossil hard plinthite (duo e.g. to a 
change of climate to more humid) a gradual return to savannah and 
ultimately to forost is possible (mutual reinforcement in opposite 
direction) 9 unloss the cuirass is completely impenetrable. In some 
cases even (pér-humid, loose concretionary instead of cuirasse) the 
forest vegetatio:n is more luxuriant than in the surroundings 9 
because at slaking of the concrotions some locked-up primary minerals 
may come availablo. 
- the soil fauna is of different composition and less abundant than 
at the ferrallitization process. Termite activity may be more appa-
rent (constructions on top 9 rather than in tho soil). 
It will be clear that thorough study of the origin of tropical savannahs 
(climatic 9 anthropogenic 9 edaphic) as well as their influence on the 
ferrallitization process c.q. plinthization process is of paramount 
importance 9 a.o. as a base for sound schemes for their recuperation to 
some form of productivity 9 to effective control of erosion9 and/or to re-
establishment of tho macro-biological balance in the tropics. 
6.6 Man and animal. 
Some actions of man in the tropics having a bearing on soil formation 
are: 
- cutting and burning of forost for shifting or permanent cultivation. 
- cutting of wood for fuel supply 9 and some construction purposes. 
- burning of grassy terrains for fresh palatable growth 9 pest control 9 
weed- en shrub control. 
- cattle herding 9 causing trampling (surface sealing) 9 sapling eating 
or bruising ( degonera.tion of woody species) 9 and sometimes overgrazing 
(baring of the soil 9 causing orosion). 
- change in local ground-water level/flooding level 9 purposely or 
accidentally. 
- change in downstream flooding regime and flooding quality (Rio de la 
Plata). 
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a) for ferrallitization process. 
The influence of man and animal is largely negative (i.e. slowing down 
the process or stopping it alltogether. This because: 
- less organic matter and less mineralization of organic matter, less 
abundant soil life: ferrallitic weathering less deep 9 less active 
or even replaced by lessivage and/or podzolization and/or (exception-
ally) plinthization. 
- erosion (a.o. due to sealing) may start: less deep profiles. 
Note: the influence of man on the fertility of the soils can be both 
negative and positive (of. ohapter 9): 
- erosion may take away fertility as stored in the humus, but may lay 
bare deep subsoils with some primary minerals. 
- man may burn away fertility of the natural vegotation, but improve 
fertility by tree-erop farming + leguminoses 9 and reforestation. 
- continuous dwelling may cause local stable humus-accumulation (Terra 
Prota). 
b) for plinthization process. 
The influence of man and animal is eithor nihil or positive (i.e. 
st imulating)-: 
- the formation may be accolerated duo to less regular micro-climate 9 
still less rooting, still larger ground-water level oscillationo 
- the truncation and hardening may start duo to erosion of the top-
layer of the Ground-Water Latorite profile, due to increase of 
periods of dryness in the zone of soft plinthite 9 etc. 
Note: Thoro is no automatic plinthite formation and/or hardening at 
clearing of the tropical forest (as feared by some doomsday ecologists 
like McNeil 1964). On the contrary: the nood for clearing. i.o. the 
existence of forest proper, implies that drainage is good. That never-
theless there are some cases of plinthite appearance at clearing is 
rather because of some side-effects: 
erosion may start, lying bare nlready existing fossil hard plinthite 
or soft plinthite (which of course hardens at that moment) of deeper 
layers. 
the ground-water regime may change (a.o. because of more run-off) to 
the worse 9 inducing plinthite formation. 
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though there is less organic matter, the higher degree humification 
may start a plinthization procoss in cases whero the balance 
ferrallitization-plinthization was already precaroous (e.g. the case 
of chaptor 5.1). 
Timo is not a factor of soil formation sensu strictu9 but it determines 
the not effect of the factors alreaély discussed. It may be ropoated that 
many soils subject to the ferrallitization or plinthization process have 
not yet roached their final 11 senile" stage (i.o. Ferrallitic soil resp. 
Ground-Water Laterite soil/Cuirass soil). 
a) for the complete forrallitization process much time is necessary. The 
process should have started in the Early Pleistocene, or Tertiary 9 
unless strong rego-genetic materials are concorned (torraces). 
Calculations by Lenouf and Aubert 1960 for Ivory-coast conditions 
(2000 mm rainfall, 26°c averago) ara that a poriod of 22 000-27 000 
yoars vJOuld bo neodod for only 1 m grani tic material to bocomo 
complotoly forrallitic. Undcr loss humid conditions tho poriod would 
incroase to 200 000 yoars and more. 
As montionod boforo 9 ostablishing tho ago of Forrallitic soils is 
vory difficul t in view of past climatic changes. 
b) for the comploto plinthization process a rolativoly short time can 
bo sufficient. 
- formation can be in rathor short timo, ospocially if rogo-gonotic 
matorials are involvod. In natural conditions a period as from the 
Early Holocene is knovm to bo sufficiont to give the Ground-Wator 
Latorito profile; at artificial change in conditions tho profile 
may devolop in some centuries or oven decennia. 
trunc~1tioi:. c.nd ·· (p0,rtial) hardening can take place in a few yoars. 
on the other hand, the destruction is an extremely slovr procoss. 
Even plinthites dating from the Cretaceous are known to exist. This 
explains the froquoncy of plinthite occurrences (of any kind of type: 
soft or hard, in situ or transported, exposed or buried) throughout 
the tropics and by ond. 
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Establishing of the age of plinthite materials is often relatively 
easy 9 onco it is known that they are in situ 9 by consulting geologie 
columns (sedimentary areas) or by corrolation of planation levels 
(crystalline areas). 
Cf. CSIRO publications on Australia 9 Bulletins ASEQUA and Sombroek 1970 
on parts of W. Africa). 
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Chapter 7. REVIEW OF THE OLDER NAMING OF FERRALLITIC AND/OR PLINTHITIC 
SOILS. 
A soil man often has to rely9 whon starting studies in a tropical area 9 
on older soil or geographic information, in vvhich o bso late names for 
tropical soils are used. Since moreover early concepts on tropical soils 
and soil formation still lingor on till at present, it is useful to have 
a review of oarly classifications and concepts at hand. 
- Lacroix (1913), a Frenchman working in Madagascar and West Africa, 
distinguishad, only on chemical grounds: 
Laterites 90-10o% sesquioxides 
siliceous laterites 50- 9o% sesquioxides 
lateritic soils t 25- 5o% sesquioxides 
It can be seen that the first two refer to stony matorial (hard plinthi te) 
rather than to soils. 
- Eichinger ( 1920), a German v10rking in East Africa, distinguished: 
~ltere Boterde ( N ferrallitic soil) 
--------------
Jünge re Boterde ( \\) ferruginous tropical soil and Andosol PP•) 
Lateriterde 
Lateritroterde 
( \\.1 cuirassed surfaces) 
( \\.1 concretionary ferrallitic soil and ferruginous 
tropical soil) 
Vageler (1938), a German work:ing in Indonesia mainly, but also in Brazil 
and Africa, discerned: 
Rotlehm ) ( 
------- ) rather compact and rather plastic soils {\) 
Braunlehm ) argillic horizon; forruginous tropical soil) 
~~~;~~;!~~-~~!~~~~ ~ transitional 
vererdeter Braunlehm ) 
Boterde : friable and porous ( Ç\I oxic horizon: ferralli tic 
soils) 
Often however, especially in later publications, the term 11 Erde 11 or 
11 earth11 is applied to soils wi th a blocky structuro and 11 Lehm11 or 11 loam11 
is used for forrallitic soils, especially the ones relativoly poor in 
sesquioxides, e.g. "Braunlehme 11 for the Amazon fcrrallitic soils. 
See also below. 
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- Milne (1935) 9 an Englishman werking in East Jdrica 9 introduced the term: 
latorized Red Earth for soils more or less compar[',,ble to the presontday 
ferrallitic soils. He dovised subdivisions on the typo of paront rock -
a hazardous basis becauso of many uncortainties. 
- Ivanova and Rosow (1960) 9 Russians working a.o. in China 9 distinguished: 
Krasnozems ( färralli tic and ferruginous tropical soils) 
----------
Kras no ze mi c Gley soils ( C\.1 ground-vmter laterite soils) 
- Stephens (1962) 9 f'or Australia 9 usod: 
Krasnozems 
Lateritic Krasnozems 9 
Latoritic Bed Earths 9 
(Rod Loams 9 Latosols) 7 ·which aro haemorphic 
and ferrimorphic and consist of deep 9 friable 9 
red or brovm-yellow clay ( C\> ferrallitic soils) 
which are polymorphic and contain laterite and 
a pallid zone (C\l lithosols from plinthite 9 
some concretionary ferrallitic and ferruginous 
tropical soils). 
which are polymorphic 9 doep and reddish and 
contain latorite lowor down; the A is sandy to 
loamy 9 the B slightly heavier and compact 
( ru ferruginous tropical soils). 
Lateritic podzolic soils 9 which are polymorphic, have a bleached 
-----------------------Iiorizon with laterite concretions lower dovm 
and an illuvial clay horizon ( N Ground-Water 
Latorite soil). 
It can be seen that 11 latorite11 hare is indeod used systematically for 
plinthite materials. 
- Aubert a.o. (e.g. 1954) han described the older French classification for 
African countri0s1 
sols ferralitiques actuels: containing some illite 
Bols ferralitiques anciensa the proper ferrallitic soils 9 not 
-----------------------ëontaining illito. 
sols ferralitiques à horizon sombró/foncé: with a dark subhorizon 
-----------------------rn-thë-ïowër-part-of the B
9 
occurring at 
higher altitudes. 
sols gris lateri tiques ( (\J Pale Yellow Latosol? 9 or Ground-Water 
---------------------- Latorite soil?) 
sols lateri tiques foncé/humifêre: wi th high organic matter content 
-----------------------rn-1;-aeveloped on basic rock. 
sols do cuirasse: with plinthite 9 of any kind (?) 
sols lateritiques três evolué: has an argillic horizonî 
-----------------------------
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Charter (1954), Brammer (1956), Englishmen work:ing in West Africa, 
distinguished Latosols from Basisolst 
Their Latosols were subdivided as 
forest oxysols 
savannah oxysols 
forest ochrosols 
savannah ochrosols 
i excessively leached, pH 4.0-4.5 in top, C/N 
> 15, orange-brown ( \'\.J ferrallitic soils) 
shallower, lower % C, for the rest comparable. 
less leached, pH 6.0-7.0 in top, C/N 10-12, 
redclish brovm ( N ferruginous tropical soils 
pp?) 
: as abovo 9 but shallower and lower % c. 
Note: Basisols, which are either the dark: red Rubrisols or the dark brown 
~~~~~~~~~' are plastic, blocky to prismatic and with a higher CEC 
(Comparable with the Red-Yellow Mediterranean soils/Alfisols?). 
- Marbut (1934 a.o.) distinguished: 
Tropical Red Loams a well-drninod, having a high percentage of 
friable clays, apparently with few sesqui-
oxides (Amazon). 
Forruginous Laterite soils: well.-drained, ha.ving much sesquioxides, 
-----------------------pärtly as micro-concretions called shot or 
perdigón (Nipe clay of Cuba). 
Lateritic soils : well-drainod, having larger concretions (?) 
Ground-Water Laterite soils: imperfectly drained, with mottlod clay. 
Baldwin, Kellogg and Thorp 1938, at their official account of the older 
USA classification in "Soils and Man", discerned: 
Lntoritic.soilss 
Yellow Podzolic soils: with clear clay illuviation, grouped with 
--------------------- Lateritic soils only because of occurrence 
of sosquioxidos in.the olay fraction. 
Red Podzolio soils idem 
Yollowish Brown Lateri tic soils: brovm, friable cJ.ays and ol.ay loams 
-----------------------övër-yëIIowish broV"m heavy but friable clays. 
Acid to neutral. External and internal 
drainage good to excessive ( ru Tropical Red 
Loam of Marbut). 
Reddish Brown Latoritic soils: reddish brown to dark: reddish brovm 
-----------------------rriäoie clayey soil over deep-rod friable 
and granular clay. Deep substratum may be 
reticulately mottled. External and internal 
drainage good. 
(Red) Laterite Soil 
-------------------
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t red-brown surf'ace soil, red dee:p B horizon. 
Red or reticulately mottled :parent material. 
Very deeply weathered._. External and internal 
drainage good. ( C\> Ferruginous Laterite soil/ 
Nipe clay of Marbut). 
Ground-Water Laterite solls-: gray or gray-brown surface layer over 
-------------------------Iëached yellowish gray .A2 over thick 
reticulately mottled cemented hardpan at a 
depth of 1 foot or more. Hardpan up to several 
feet thick. Laterite parent material. 
Concretions throughout. Imperfectly to poorly 
drained. 
Note: apparently 11 lateritic 11 and 11 1aterite11 are applied to denote 
sesquioxide-richness of the clay-f'raction, after the Lacroix concept 
and K. ratios. 
l 
In 1959 Thorp and Smith re:peated this subdivision, exoept that the 
Podzolic soils were not any more included in the Lateritio soils. At the 
same time the term 11 Latosol 11 was suggested for bath Lateritio soils and 
Lateri te soils. 
Notea elsewhere, Reddish/Ye11owish-Brovm Lateritio soil was maintained 
for some of the ferruginous tropioal soil groups, while accepting 
Latosol for the f'errallitic soils). 
Middelbur_g (1950) at the ISSS Amsterdam Congress suggested a main sub-
division, in accordance with Marbut 7 as followsa 
~~!~~~~~~-~~~-~~~~~-~~!~-~~~2~~~2~3~~: Nipe clay (Cuba)~ Red Loam 
,sudan1 7 Tana mera, Lixivium, Lateriet-
grond (Indonesia), Lateritic soil (Puerto 
Rico), Lateri tic yellow earth (s. Af'rica), 
Lateritic ~ed earth (East and South .Africa), 
La to sol. 
Ground-Water Lateritic Soilsa Buchanan 1 s laterite; low-level 
-----------------------ra~ërite7 Mottled clay7 ~ikli:p soils (South 
Africa)7 Paddy soil (China); Sawah gronden 
(Indonesia). 
- Kellogg (1949, 1950), an American requested by INEAC to classify the 
Congo soils, discerned, mainly on colour: 
Red Latosol: rodclish broYm L, red permonble B 1 soldom 
hardpans or orusts, mottled zone deep if 
present at all, medium fertility. 
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Black-Red (or Dark Red) Latosol: very dark red to black A9 finely 
-----------------------möttieà-reddish yellow B9 black micro-
concretions9 medium fertility. 
Earthy Red Latosol 2 like the Red Latosol but very porous. 
Reddish-Yellow Latosol: reddish yellow ( 5 YR6/6) rather sticky A 9 
---------------------- mellow (=loose) B, from acid rock, low 
fertili ty. 
Reddish-Brown Latosol: 
Yellow Latosol 
dark reddish brown A, reddish brown B 
(5 YR4/3) 9 friable only under pressure (nut 
structure!) from basic rock 9 high fertility. 
yellow to reddish yellow (7•5 YR6/8) A and 
B over mottled zone 9 lateri te concretions 
usually present 9 low fertility. 
(Yellowish Brow.a. Latosol): brownish A 9 ye1lowish brown B. 
-------------------------( Brown Latosol) brown to dark brown A 9 reddish brown to 
--------------- brovm B7 often rel. high% C9 from volcanic 
materials. 
Apart from the above well-drained soils 9 the imperfectly drained Ground-
Water Laterite is mentioned. The subdivision is partly very arbitrary 9 
and some of the mentioned ones would presentday not 9 or not completely 9 
belang to the ferrallitic soils. 
Cline (1955) 9 an American working in Hawaii 9 made a subdivision as 
follows= 
Humic Latosol : 10% organic matter in A 9 red or brown or 
reddish brovm B9 very strongly acid 9 friable 9 
no textural differentiation ( C\l Humic Latosol). 
Ferruginous Humic Latosol: A massive to crumbly and purplish9 B 
-----------------------reddish9 containing magnetite and anatase 
Low-Humic Latosol 
(Tiü 2) 9 less acid ( N Terra Roxa legi tima 
of Brazil 9 Nipe clay of Cuba). 
l red to reddish brown 9 structured B9 with 
much Mnü2 ( N Terra Roxa Estructurada of Brazil). 
Hydrol Humic Latosol : humic A9 red or yellowish red smeary B9 
-------------------- irreversible dehydration of clay ( N Andosol). 
'I1he latter two are nowadys excluded from the ferralli tic soils. 
- Bramäo and Dudal (1958) 9 of FA0 9 distinguished on world-wide basis less 
groups than Kellogg and Cline, namely: 
Red-Yellow Latosols: rod to yollow, -0n acid rock. 
Dark Red and Dark Reddish Brown Latosol: dark red to 
--------------------------------------- ( brown, on basic rock in fact 
an a.rgillic B!) 
dark reddish 
partly having 
Brown Latosols 
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: dark brovm B, at higher altitudes, often 
from volcanic materials (in fact partly 
Andosolic). 
Low-Humic Latosols/Terra Hoxa: coarse granular surface 9 on basic 
----------------------~areiiî-materials (in fact largely no 
ferrallitic soil). 
Also was introduced: 
Heddish-Brown Lateritic soil, as being distinguishable from the 
----------------------r;aîosols by having textural differentiation 
and relatively high f'ertility. Ground-Water 
Laterite soil was also set apart. 
- Bramäo and Lemos ( 1960), of FA0 9 distinguished for the first draft 
of their 11 Soil map of South-America11 still some other groups (in 
addition to the ones mentioned abovo) drawing for a good deal on Brazil-
ian data: 
Rego-Latosols 
Pale-Yellow Latosolsz 
yellowish, reJ.atively low in sesquioxides 
( Î\J KP,,olini tic Yellow Lc,tosols of Amazon). 
palc yeJ.lovv colours ( C\J Hydro Kaolisols of 
Sys et al 1961). 
Concretionary Latosols: considerable amount of loose concretionary 
----------------------plinthite elernents. 
Areno-Latosols very sandy ( ru Latosolic Sands, Acid Red and 
-------------- Ye11ow Sancls pp.). 
- Aubert and Duchaufour 1956 and l1ubert 1963 des cri be the classification 
units employed by ORS'rOM for JUrican countries until rather recently: 
~'.:i~_.i'.'.':.::~~!!!~~:'.:Z~_ii.e: having a ferraJ.litic B horizon, rather ·well 
defined at the time): 
Sols fa.iblement forralitiques (ou recents): K. 1.7-2.0 subdivided 
--------------------·--riiîö-i:üöa:är;-rerrisö1iquê9 hydromorphe and 
induré (the latter three would fall outside 
the modern concept of ferralJ.itic soils). 
Sols fortement forralitiques (ou typiques): K.< 1.7. Subdivided 
l 
--------------------·--iiiäfiïïf-ön-üüïö.ür:---
so 1 s färrali tiques humiques ( ou humifêres) t > 5 à 7 % organic 
----------------------maîtör-in-uppër-~Ö-cm. Subdivided mainly on 
colour. 
Sols ferralitiques lessivós: with a loached A horizon7 subdivided 
----------------------mainiy on tho type of leaching. 
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- Botelho da Costa et al 1958 desoribo a rather similar olassifioation, 
as employed by the Portuguose in Àngoln: 
Solo fraoa mente ferralitioo (or levi-ferralitioo): K. 1.7-2.0. 
-------------------------------------------------- l 
Solo modiamente ferralitioo~ K. 1.7-1.33. 
--------------------------- l 
Solo fortemente forralitioo1 K. < 1.33. 
--------------------------- l 
Solo psamo-forralitioo: sandy, K. variable. 
---------------------- l 
Solo para-sialitioo on para ferralitioo: with some weathcrable 
----------------------mineräis-f(\)-Ferrisols of Congo). 
Table 1. 
-"neral diagnostic characterietics of färralîitio soils $ U,S,J., older Af'rioa-ORSTOll !I! Congo-INEAC Brazil USA recent FAO (a.o. Aubert+Du Chaufour •56 (Sys •61, Tivernier .(Bennema •63 !I!' (Supplement 1 67 of (Dudal 1968) ICellogg 1 50) J.ubert+Segalen •66 + Sys 1 65 ) Bennema '66 ) 7th J.pprox,) s "lataritio "sol ferralitigua" B decon.,.,..+-·alcomnos, soil" :fttrr fB a 111tosol-B oxic horizon oxic horizon 9 
Thicknass 
-
oftan thick !I! > 50 cm thick >30 om, abova 2 m dapth > 30 cm 
Transitions of hor, 
- -
-
diffuse to gradual diffuse to gradual diffuse to gradual 
Drainage conditions wall-drained 
- -
well-drained 
- -
Colour rad or raddish reddish, ysllowish dark red (Fa), dusky rad (Fa+ Mn), gray, brown, red or mottled 
- brown or yellow (humid) -
Clay" !I! >20" >15" >15" > 15" - -
Clay illuviation 
- -
<25 % clay skins no silicata ~-linillga, - br.l.<%!es clayskins <1 % of volume 
-
Textural change DO aocum. absent, or gradual, textural ratio absent, or gradual horizon - - B/A < 1,8 -
granular, or waak to very fine granular, 
Structure 
- -
moderate subangular fine granules, composing sub- composing massive, waak 
-blocky angular blocky or poreus massive blocky or waak priem 
Aggregata stability high 
-
"paeudo-concretions" high1 "natural" clay <; 2f, natural clay < 3%, excluding JU>, or only traces 
unless c%/cl&7%>0,015 (upper part) aubhorizons with > 1" C or of watar-dispersable of clay 
or Plfx:c1 > pll.,,. n (lower part) electro-positiva clay in soma subhor, 
-Consistenca f'riable very f'riable relat, firm (very) friable (very) f'riable 
-
Porosity 
- - -
very poreus very poreus 
-
Parmaability 
- - -
very permeable 
- -
Erodibility low 
- -
low, unlese sandy 
- -
Minerale of clay high" of scm 111, hydroxides of kaolinite, iron sesquioxides, kaolinite, quartz, hydrated seaquioxides, often 
frsction (scm- sili- sesquioxides Fe + Al, highly resist- oxides, often gibbsite JU> allophanes of high CEC, no 211 amorphous1 1:1 scm, quartz 
-cate clay minerale) ant pr.minerale (quartz non-appreciable 211 scm or poorly cryatallized 111 scm a,o, no 2:1 scm, no allophanes 
scm 
SiO,jJ.1"0, (!Ci) < 2.0 !I!~ 2.0, orten < 1.7 < 2 <1.B (sometimes 1.B-2.2) 
- -
Rock structures 
- - -
absent visible in <'Jl. of soil maas visible in <"it; of s,m, 
Weatherab],e primary 
20-2000µ1 < 4% 
20-200p.1 < &!> mica, < 3" only tracea of 
minerale in sand low absent or rare 50-250µ1 < 1of, feldspars+ glass+Fe~ minerale primary alumino-fraction silicatee 
Silt/clay ratio !I! l/c<0,25 in l/c<0,2 sadim. relatively low, !I! l/o < 0,25 low relat, low 
-1 s.2_:o;n., 1•2-20µ) Band C < 0,15 i=eou.;Jmetam. 
Plinthite absent absent or present absent, or 
(maasive or 
absent, soft or hard concretions(eoft only be ow) 
Cation medium low activa activa ( lllNHt°l) 1<10 mi{100 g <tv < 10 m,e, 
exchange to !I!< 20 meq/100 g eoil !I! < 16 meq, potential ~pH ' )typical='6,5,tmns< 13 potent, (NB: 0 o :<16 11 < 16 m,e, 
capacity low potential pH B.1) < 2 (no correction for erg.matter! (no correction) 
orten low 
Base eaturation low !I! <40" in J. and B < 40-5°" 
- - -
pH,,. n-PB',,.n• differam 
- - -
large, small or negative small or negative 
-
" J.nion Exchange Cap, 
re lat. high 
-and P-fi:mtion - high - -
71.009-Z 
a.c.m.• silicate clay minerale 
Tablo 2 
Comparison of classification systems for red and yellow soils of 
tropical and subtropical uplands. 
(after Bennema 1969 9 lecture notes of the international soil science 
course L.H./I.A.C.) 
7th APPROX. inceptisol oxisol 
inceptisol oxisol 
/ 
inceptisol lfisol ultisol oxisol 
inceptisol 
low CEC 
alfisol 
high CEC 
alfisol 
low CEC 
oxisol 
~ increasing degree of weathering 9 l increasing length of dry season 
ORSTOM 
inceptisol oxisol 
/1 
inceptisol 
/ 1 
/Ul tisol oxisol 
III 1 
1 
inceptisol //alfisol 
low CEC 
ultisoi oxisol 
inceptisol 
I/ 
{ifiso 
high. .CE 
alfisol 
low CEC 
I. sols méditerranéens 
oxisol 
II. sols ferrugineux tropicaux 
III. sols ferralliti~ues 
CONGO inceptisol 
inceptisol 
inceptisol / 
/ 
/ 
III 
oxisol 
inceptisol / alf'isol alfisol 
high CEC low CEC 
oxisol 
BRAZIL 
FAO 
I. Kaolisols lessivés 
II. Ferrisols 
III. Ferrnlsols 
inceptisol oxisol 
I 
inceptisol ultisol oxisol 
IV V 
.inceptisol ultisol oxisol 
alfisol 
II 
inceptisol alfisol 
high CEC 
low CEC 
III 
alfisol 
low CEC 
oxisol 
I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
v. 
Mainly Acid Brown Forest soils 
Red-Brown Mediterranean soils 
Red-Yellow Podzolic soils 9 with 
Red-YellowPodzolic soils 9 with 
Latosols 
f 
inceptisol oxisol 
inceptisol l is 
I IV 
lt sol 
inceptisol alfisol 
low CEC 
II III V 
inceptisol alfisol alfisol 
high CEC low CEC 
I. Cambisols 
oxisol 
VI 
oxisol 
oxisol 
II. Orthic and Chromic Luvisols 
III. Ferric and Plinthic (?) Luvisols 
IV. Acrisols 
v. Nitosols 
VI. Ferralsols 
high base status 
low base status 
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Chapter 8. COM.MONLY USED RECENT CLASSIFIC.ATION SYSTEMS FOR FERRALLITIC 
AND/OR PLINTHITIC SOILS. 
Only short doscriptions aro given. Thorefore 9 if one wants to uso one 
or anothor system in a particular country, ono has to consult the dotailed 
description of criteria of the original publications. The slight 
differences in the conc0pts on ferrallitic soils in gonoral in the different 
systems aro given, in summarily comparison 9 in tablo 1. Tho comparison is 
also shown 9 graphically 9 in table 2 while table 3 compares the systems as 
a whole 9 the genetic approach put central. 
8 .1 The newost Fronch system. 
In use in French-speaking African countries 9 where soil studies are 
carriod out by ORSTOM. Described by Aubort and Segalen (1966). 
a) Subdivision of the ferrallitic soils. 
classo 9. ~~~~-!~~~~~~!~2~~~: 
11 ferrallitic 11 composition dofinod relativoly vaguely and 
broador than in other systems 
sousclasses: 
9.1 ~~~~-!~~~~~~!~g~~~-!~~!~~~~!-~~~~!~~~~ 
in the B horizon: S<1 m.oq., V<2CJ1/o, pH<5·5 
( N Udox 9 no or short dry season 9 >1800 mm rainfall) 
9.2 Sols forralitiquos rnoyennoment dósaturós 
-------------------------------~--------
S 1-3 rn.eq. 9 V 20-400/o, pH 4.5-6.0 
( N Orthox 9 dry 2-3 months 9 > 1300 mm rainfall) 
9.3 Sols ferralitiques faiblomont dósaturés 
---------------------------------------. 
S 2-8 m.eq. 9 V 40-70(80)% 9 pH 5.5-6.5 
( N Ustox 9 3-6 dry months 9 1200-1600 mm rainfall) 
Subdivision of the "sous-classes" into 11 groupes": 
1. !lE~2~~~: normal ones 
0 0 0 0 2. hurnifèroa 
> 1~6 organic matter over 100 cm 9 or > 7% over 20 cm depth 
(not occurring for 9.1) 
•••• 
3
• ~ER~~~~~~ 
disappoarance of clay or iron from 1~, which however not 
accumulates in B (e.g. docomposition or obliqua migration 
taking place)? textural ratio B/ .A ~ 1.4 ( N B-structural of 
Congo). 
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•••• 4. remaniê: 
new soil matorial has been brought into the upper part of 
the profile, which is howover as much weathered as tho 
original, in situ, lowor part of the solum; soparation of 
11 old11 and 11 new11 layors is indicatod by e.g. a (geologie) 
stoneline. 
~··· 5. rajeuni on pénévolué= 
--------------------
ei t her a) new soil material (maximally 50 cm thick) has been 
brought into the upper part of tho profile, which is loss 
weathered than the in-situ material of the lower part (= 
rejuvenation); b) erosion to tho less woathered substrgtum 
(c) has taken place, usually followed by covering of, or 
reworking with, the strongly weathered in-situ material of 
the solum (= érosion)? c) weathering in the solum has not 
yet reached completion duo to rolatively short timo of soil 
formation (= pénóvoluation). 
( N 11 Ferrisols 11 of Congo; "Thapto 11 of Soil Survey Staff 1967) • 
.••• 6. lessivé (en argile, en fer)z migration of clay and/or iron 
îröïn-lCto the upper part of the ( thiok) B horizon; textural 
ratio B/A~L4, clay-skins in canals and pores, but rarely 
around structuro elements; organic matter not much decomposed 
( ru part of B-textural of Congo) 7 occurring only in sous-
classe 9.3. 
Subdivision of the 11 groupes 11 into 11 sous-groupes 11 
modal: the normal type 
jauno= ? 
induré: 
in the Ba ouirasse or carapace ( N hard? plinthite);(if at 
surface: sol brut, see below) 
hydrumorphe: 
-----------
wit h (pseudo)gley at base of li or upper part of B ( (\l soft 
plinthite?) 
faiblom0nt rajeuni on pénévolué: 
-------------------------------
relatively rich in weatherable minerals but not enough for 
groupe-level 
faiblement remanié: 
weak re-oovering, showing only in such minor differences 
betvreen A and B as other dis tri but ion curves of the sand-
fractions. 
~~~~3~:_: > 3% organic matter in A. 
éluviói 
at the transition of A to B a subhorizon of many course elements 
occurs (implying very old soils developed from soils with an 
argillic-B, in which only the rests of a 11 biologic 11 stoneline 
are visible). 
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podzolisé (only in caso of lessivé): 
---------
clear .A2 wi th somewhat ashy appoarance ( ru Tropical Upland 
Podzol-like). 
avoc apport aeoliën (only in case of remanié) 
-------------------
avoc erosion et remaniëment (only in caso of rcmanié) 
avoc horizon humifèro très contrasté (only in case of humifère): 
humic topsoil ha:::-; an abrupt lowor boundary ( N Torra Prota of 
11.mazon) 
avec horizon humifère très profond (only in case of humifère): 
----------------------------------
( N Dark Horizon Latosol ?) 
b) Non-forrallitic associated soils 2 in part plinthitic. 
sols ferrugineux tropicaux ( ou fersialli tiques): 
-----------------------------------------------
appreciable amounts of waathorablo minerals; less deep; argillic B. 
- non ou peu lessivé 
lessivé: subdivision asa 
sans concrétions 
à concrétions l 
à cuirasse 
à pseudogley de profondeur 
( N Various soils wi th plinthi te 9 
but not massively at surface). 
sols mineraux bruts 
d 1 érosion squolettique: 
d 1 apport: colluvial 
c) Evaluation. 
in-situ) ~oth contain a subdivision on 
~ "cuirasse ferrugineux": massive 
plinthite at or near the surface). 
- the use of S as one of the criteria for main subdivision is 
interesting 9 since it varies in accordance with the CEC of the 
clay 9 but it cannot be used at tho same level as V (which is 
usefu~ 9 because S (or CEC) and V do not vary concordantly 
- the approach is too genetic in the sense that it gives too few 
boundary criteria at the various levels of classification to be 
practical in the field 
- geomorphologic aspects are brought into the soil profile classifi-
cation system 9 while in fact it should be a part of the mapping 
unit classification 9 i.e. the legend of the soil map. 
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8.2 The newest Belgian system. 
In use in Congo (Kinsho.sa) and surrounding oountries 9 where soil 
studies have boon oarried out by INEJiC. ])esori bed in first instanoe by 
Sys et al in 1961 and oompleted 9 still more along the linos of the 7th 
Approximation 9 by Tavornier and Sys in 1965. 
As rog~rds diagno§tio horizons ono distinguishos& 
B-textural 
B-struotural 
B-de oonsistenoe 
cla;y·-illuviation; olay-skins present; more 
the.n ono-fifth heavier in texture. 
no olay-illuviation 9 but nevertheless (some) 
olay-skins i firmer consistence the.n lq 
blocl<y-prismatio structure. 
no olay-illuviation; no clay-skins~ firmor 
oonsistonce; granular to subangular blooky. 
B-ferrali tique (only after 1965 9 bofore that time most real forrallitio 
soils were described as A-C profiles)a 
no clay illuviation; no olay-skins; no firmer 
consistonce:; granular ("poudreux"), cf. table 
1. 
As regards mineralogie oomposition one distinguishes: 
fersialli tique also 2:1 lattioe silioate olay-minerals 
z a)>25% clay-skins (= B structural) 9 orb) 
fine silt/olay ;>0.2 (when from sedimonts) 
resp.:>0.15 (when from igneous or metamorphic 
rock) 9 or o) > 10% weatherable minerals. 
unlike the above 9 see tabla 1. 
a) Subdivision of the ferrallitio soils. 
Ordre Kaolisols 
Sous-ordress 
LHygro Knolisols 
2. Hy grc -Xero Kao 1iso1 s 
3. Xero Kaolisols 
: well-drained 9 permanontly moist (i.e. loss 
than 2 dry months) 9 forest ooverage 9 Vin 
tho B .o<: 2 5% 9 C/N + 10 9 ferri- or ferralsolique 
( N Udox) • -
vm11-drained 9 > 2 dry months 9 savannah 9 V < 
40-507°~ 9 c/N 11-12 9 ferri- or ferralsolique 
( Ç\i Ustox). 
s wol1-drained 9 many dry months 9 xero-phytio 
savannah 9 V > 40-50%9 rolatively thiok Ai. 
OriginaJ.ly (1961) definod as fersiallitio 
and with B-struoturaJ.; in 1965 redefined and 
J?Ut within the forri- or ferralsolique 
( ~ Ldox). 
4. Hydro Kaolisols 
---------------
5. Humic Kaolisols (or 
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a imperfactly to poorly drained 1 gray or with 
mottlos ( N Aquox pp; (\) Ground-Wa.ter Lateri to 
soiJs pp) 
Kao liso ls Humifèros 1 originally part of 1 rmd 2): 
wel~-dro.ined 1 V in A ..( 5ofo 1 > 20 kg organic 
C/m in the upper 100 cm ( N Humox). 
Subdivisions in 
ferrisols 
grandes groupes for each of the sous-ordres: 
(hydro-ferrisols 1 hygro-ferrisols otc.): ferrisolique; 
ferralsols 
arono forralsols 
) 20% clny. 
a ferralsolique; > 20% clay 
ferrnlsolic1ue9 < 2CP/o clay (not occurring for 
sous-ordres 4 and 5) 
dark-horizon kaolisols (only for 5): Hurnic Kaolisols with a dark sub-
---------------------- horizon in the B. 
Subdivision on subgroupes for all grandes groupes: 
typ ic 
humic 
::~!::~J2~~~ 
humic outrophic 
---------------
E~~::!~~~ 
chromic (only in case 
s 
: 
the nor mal ones 
A not weak (= umbric) 
v in Ä > 50% 
v in A > sofo and not weak (= mollie) 
soft plinthite within 100 cm depth 
of Hydro-): wi th (yellowish) chroma instead 
of gray 
~~~~~~ with some gley mottling 
weakly ferralsolic (for ferrisols only)i intergrading to ferralsols 
--~---------------::'!~~~~~-~~:::.~~~~~5!-~~ (for forralsols only): intergrading to fe:crisols 
•••••000000 
podzolic 
: intergrading to Recent Tropical Soils 
: intcrgrading to Brown Tropical Soils 
i with a blenched A2. 
b) Non-ferrallitic associated soils 2 in part plinthitic. 
Ordro: 
\ . 
Kaolisols :Les si vés/Loachod Knolisolsg wi th rm ~~') .. -:nd r:>. B toxtural 
-----=---------------------'B2:t-f7:i"-UitI G 01 s) • -
Ordre: 
So;:JO oubdi '-.'i;..;ions ni th soft or hard plinthi te, 
if not mnssivo at surface. 
Sols Mineraux Bruts/Raw Jliij.noral Soilss some subdivisions with massivo 
------------------------n:ärO:-pîiiï-tEite crusts at or near the surface. 
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c) Evaluation 
rathor practical in tho fiold 9 becauso of detail and rathor much 
attention to boundary criteria. 
- the inclusion of hydromorphic soils is liable to croate some 
confusion. 
not sufficiont attent ion is gi ven to tho detniled chemical composi tion 
of the clny-fraotion wi thin tho proporly for:·alli tic soils. This 
composi tion indicates a .• o o clistinct differencos in inherent fertili ty 
and is rolatively easy to apply for subdivision by using CEC-clay 
values (and S values). 
8.3 Tho nowost Brazilian system. 
In uso in Brazil ( i o e. half of South J'i.morica) and soma surrounding 
countrios, still in dovelopment. First approximation desoribed by Bonnema 
(1963) and Sombroek (1966 9 writton 1963) 9 second 11.pproximation by Lemos 
(1968, written 1966) and third approximation - summarizod below - by 
Bonnema (1966). 
The systom contains olomonts of bath tho OHSTOM 9 the INK'1C rmd tho 
~moriaan approach. It is not idontical to tho 7th Approximation Supplement 
(Soil Survey Staff 1967) 9 but thGro is mutual influence and it is expected 
that it will be largely includod in the final (?) U.S. Soil classification 
system. This is one of the rensons why no new namos are given as yet 
(comparativo old namos aro given bolow in brackets). ~lso 9 the detailod 
subdivision is not always systematically or fully definod. Widosproad 
occurrence in the field and difforencos in agricultural qualitios aro 
considored to be more important than cntegor:icru_ perfoction of the systemo 
It may be notod that the concept of ~~!~~~~~~~~ of the Brazilian system 
(cf. table 1) is slightly narrower than that of tho oxic horizon (whioh 
lattor conoeivably can oontain an argillic horizon). Charaoteristio for 
the system is the use of the CEC-clD,y at a high level 9 :md of the r8tios 
Si021Al2o3 :Fe 2o3 of the clay fraotion ( ofton oxpressed in % Fe 2o3). This 
is possible beoause the determination of these oxides is included in the 
standard analysis of soil samples (sulphurio acid attaok? for doscription 
cf. Lemos et a~ 1960 9 -:Oombrook 1966). 
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The description bolow is rathor e:xtonsive, in view of thEJ ofton 
difficult accoss to the original publications (and incorrect printing). 
a) Subdivision of the forrallitic soils. 
1. Latosols wi th CEC-clay ( correctod for the organic matter) < 6. 5, 
--------------------------"----------------------------·-----------
vin B < 5o%. 
11 nornml 11 latosols, dovoloped of'ton on old landscapes, within 
tho subhumid or humid tropics9 CEC and V rol[!,tod to landscape 
ovolution and pnront matorial 1 not intimat ely wi th tho (minor!) 
diffarences in climate7 varinblo C!.mounts of gibbsite nnd iron 
oxides, which detorminos th0 subdivision noxt to tho dogroo of 
development of the J,. 
1.1 with very strongly dovelopod .i.2 
------------------------------
0 > 1% at 100 cm if clayey. 
' 
1.1.1 orthic: 
not anthropogenic? possibly to bo subdividod on: 
- gradual decroase of organic mattor with dopth 
- abnormal distribution of orgnnic mattor with dopth 
( N Dark Horizon Latosol) 
Furthor subdivision on iron-content and colourz 
a) Fe2o3 > 10f6, roddish in B; on schistose rock 
( N Humic DL'rk Red Latosol) 
b) Fe2o3 <10%, yollowish9 on acid ignoous rock 
( N Black-Yellov1 LEttosols, Humic Rod-Yellow Lcto-
sols) 
c) Fe2o3 << 1o%9 yellovrish7 on sediments of torraces 
1.1.2 with anthropogonic J, 
--------------------
subdivision possibly as above9 in that case a 
typicnl exemple of c) would be ( N Torra Preta do 
Indio of the Lm~zon) 
1.2 ~~!~-~~~~~~!~~~-~~-~~~~~~-~~~~~~R~~-~r 
1.2.1 ortho subgroup 
colours related to tho amount of iron, therefore sub-
di vision on tho latter possiblo9 furthor subdivision 
on occurrence of loose concretions and on toxture? 
ultimate subdivision, in phasos, on vegetation typos 
(cf. Bennoma 1966) 
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a) high iron-contentl 
> 18% if clayey, dusky red; mainly from basic rock 
- non concretion<:Ty clayey ( c-,. most of the 
Latosol Roxo ~Terra Roxa Legi tima) 
- concretionary clayey 
b) modium iron-contents 
8-18% Fe2o3 if clayey 9 % 11120 1 /% Fe20,) 2 .) .) ;tE 
( = ~·i.l 2o3/Fe2o3 < 3 .14) if relati ve sandy 9 dark 
red; fro1:i clay-stones or iron-rich sandstonos. 
- non concrctionary clayoy ( ~ most Dark Red 
Latosols) 
- concrotionary clayoy 
- non-concrotionary sandy ( (\i Dark Rod Lntosol 9 
sandy phaso) 
c) ~:'..~-~~~::=~~'.:".:!.=:::! l < 9% Fe2o3 and Ki< 1. 8 if 
clayey 9 .L,1 203/Fc 2o3 > 3 .14 and Ki < 1. 5 if sandy'R:, 
bright roddish or reddish yollow; from acid rocks 9 
sandstonos 9 and somo rclatively rich sodimonts. 
- ( non-concrotionary) clayoy ( ru Red-Y ellow 
Latosols) 
- (non-concrotionary) sandy ( N Rod-Yollow Lettosols 9 
S'J.ndy phase) 
d) ~~~~-~~~-~~~:::~:'..::!~~!: < ?% Fe2o3 9 Ki > 1. 59 yollow; 
from iron-poor sodimonts ( ï\J Kaolini tic Y el low 
Latosols 9 Rego-Latosols). Subdivision on texturo 
and concrotion content possible. 
1.2.2 (hygro-)subgroup 
colours of B not rolE',ted to iron content, boing in 
general yel1ow duo to intense humidity váthout any 
dry soason (pér-humid) ( f\I Pale Yellow Latosol) 
Subdivision? 
1.2.3 i!~~~~=L~~~~~:'..~R 
higher sil t con';ent or higher c;.; weathorable minerals 9 
ofton relatively shallow ( C\l Ferrisols) 
:lf: in fact: medium texturod ( 15% clny as textural limit for ferralli tic 
soils ! ) 
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2. ~~!~~~~~-~~!~-~~~=~~~~--s-~~~!-~_.z-~~~--~~~-~~~~-~· 
typical for semi-ar id regions (north-eastern Brazil)? pos si bly K. > 
l 
1. 85 ( N Idox) 
3. Latosols with CEO-clay) 6.5, V < 50% 
probobly zonecl for nroo.s loss hot thcm the real tropical climgto, 
and applying also to relatively young profiles within that climate. 
Relatively high exchangecblo 111 ( > s, or> 4 m.eq/100 g of clay) 9 
relatively hard in upper pnrt of B when dry, rather compact consistence 
of B when clayey 9 pressure face::; ( == glazes) in B if clayey 
Subdivision? ( N Latosol profilos of the oxtremo South 
of Brazil9 compare 11 b-de-consistence 11 9 
Il ferrnlli tiq_ue recent") 
4. Latosols with CEC-clay) 6.5, V > 50%. 
probably zonal for tho transition area subhumid - semi-arid 9 with 
deciduous tropical forest or poorer. 
Subdivision on iron content and colour 9 since these are apparently 
closely related in the above clim2tic area. 
a) High iron-content 9 dusky red9 from basj.c igneous rock ( N part of 
Latosol Roxo 9 transitional to Terra Roxa Estructurada) 
b) Medium iron-content 9 dark red ( N part of Dark Red Latosols) 
c) Lovv iron-content 9 yellow-red. 
5. Brown Latosols of high altitudo 
pro bably zonal for tho pór-humid r-md at tho samo time relati vely cold 
climates 
Yellowish oven when high in iron ( compare 1. 2), cracking of tho soil 
upon clrying (roadcuts), strongly to very strongly developed i1 9 relative-
ly high values for moisture aeq_uivalent if not dried before analysis 
( compare characteristics of' Hydrol-Humic Latosols and other transi tions 
to .i"rndosols). 
Subdivision on K.?, on exhangeable Al%; or on degree of development 
l 
of the A? ( N Solos Campos de Jordäo, Lemos et al 1960) 
(In the oarlier approximations 2"lso an 11 Acrox11 group was discerned, 
occurring e.g. around Brasilina very low K. (< 1.0), very low CEC-clay, 
l 
raw feeling, rn=dural clay presGnt, pHn
20 
<: PI)ccl) • 
:1f or at least increasing- to> 50% in the 1owest pnrt of the profile 
b) Non-ferrallitic associated soils 2 in part plinthitic. 
~~~=~~~:~~~:~~~~-~~~~~-~~!~-~-!:~!~:~~=~-i:_~:~~~~~~-~~~~~~~2~-~~~= 
clay < 24 m. eq_. 
with Vin B < 35% (or Al+> ~; 9 or Al+> 50% ( f\l Red Yellow Podzolic 
\ 
soils with low base status) 
vory strongly developed ii.: ( (\) RubrozGrn 9 Bramao 19 •• ) 
wonkly to strongly clevoloped i,: 
- ort ho a .l.i. and B well differentiated 9 no plinthi te ( 1"\.l part of 
Iled-Yellow Podzolic soils) 
- .••.• ~ A and B less differentiated ( ru intergrading to 
L2to sols) 
- ••••• : continuous soft plinthite nt less than 125 cm ( N 
intergrading to Ground-Water Laterite soil) 
~~!~-~-~~-~-~-~~~ ( C\I Rod-Yellow Podzolic soils wi th high base 
status) 
vory strongly developed A 
-------------------------
~~~~~~-!~-~.!::~::~~~-~~~::_~~~~~-~ 
- ort ho: Ji. and B well differentiated ( N part of Red Yellow 
Podzolic soils 9 somo of the Red-Yollow Medi terranean soils) 
- ••••• : A and B less differentiated ( N Terra Roxa Estructu-
rada) 
••••• a soft plinthite at less than 125 cm (intorgrading to 
Ground-Wator J_,atori te soil) 
!~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~-~-~::~-~~-~~~-~~-~ 
semi-arid regiem> 9 ortho group and intergrades 
Non-hydromorphic soils ~-Ji th textural B, CEC > 24 m.eq.? V in B ) 35% 9 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
no soft plinthite. 
( (\) Red-Brown Mediterraneen soils) 
- wi th prominent J, 9 V in ;, ) 50% 
( dark red to dusky ~ed 9 or yollowish) 
- with prominent A 9 V < 5o% 
- with moderately doveloped A 
with w~nkly developod A 
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~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~-~~!~-~~-~~~~~~:~!-~-i~~~~~~~-~~:~~~~l 
( C\I main pnrt of Ji.cid Brown Forest .~wils 9 mlêny 1~11uvi'.Ü soils 
rmd .irndosols), 
Hydromorphic soils 
n,o, Ground-Water L~terito soils, 
Lithosols 
a.o. soils with mrissive hnrd plinthite shallow or nt surfnce. 
c) Evnluation. 
bec.'.'..use the system is still in development 9 lacks nnmes P.nd uses 
soma c~iteria not commonly determined in other countries (Si0 2-
ii.1203-Fe2o3 rritios) 9 it oannot well be tnken over by other countries 
'."'.S jet 
the clenr separntion of the well-drained ferrallitic soils from the 
imperfectly dr::cinod Ground-Vlater Lntori te soils is sensible 
- the cloar definition of boundarycriterin (though not yet fully 
elabornted) ~~~~:~-~~-~~~~~~~~~:-~~!~-!~:-~~~E~~~:-~~~~:::~~:-~!_!~: 
vnrious soils in the field is n great ndvante.ge above systems where 9 
for the benefit of existing gonetic concopts 9 nrtificial and vaguo 
critoria are hnndled 
- the use of CEC-clay in combination wi th V 9 organic méètter content 
and where possible sesquioxido content (in prc.ctice: iron content) 9 
with additionally ph1'.ses for the occurring vegetation type 9 is very 
useful. This because specifically these fnctors determine the 
flgricultural value nnd bohaviour of the soilsi inheront fertility 
( CEC 7 V 9 organic me.tter 9 vegot::dion) aggrogate ste.bili ty ( CEC-clRy 9 
sesquioxide content), effect of fertilizing (CEC 9 P-fixéètion by iron-
oxidos) etc. 
8.4 The newest u.s . .t,.System, 
In use in the U.S • .J,. sinco 1960 9 and in many other countries, Described 
most recently for the ferr[cllitic soils in the 7th Approximation-Supplemont 
(Soil Survey Staff 1967) and commontod upon e,g. by Sys (1969). In fact 
for the ferralli tic soils only [:bout n fifth approximation is concerned, 
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[l.o. bocc..use they occur only occcsionnlly and in a-typical farms inside 
U.s.; •• territorios. Tho subdivisions for this group is thorefore linble 
to change considerably 9 in consul tation wi th South-1,morican (Br[l,zilian) 
and li.frican ( INEli.0 9 ORSTOM) nppro.n,ches. 
The doscription below is ver~r short 9 r>,ssuming that overy soil student 
has c copy of the 7th Approximation at hnnd. 
a) Subdivision of the ferrnllitic soilso 
Or dor : Oxisols chn.rncter:i.zod by r:n oxic horizon (cf. tétble 
1) 9 _Ql'. b;y plinthi te forming n continuous 
ph.-:,sG within 30 cm of the surface. 
Suborders: ~~~~~ hydromorphic nnd/or plinthitic. 
plinthite ns above, or saturated with wBtor 
nt somo time of the year (if not nrtificially 
drG.ined) and an oxic horizon wi th histic 
epipedon or gley phenomona. Groups: 
gi bbsiaq_uox s cemented sheet wi th ~ 30% gi bbsi te or nodulos 9 
within 100 CQ depth. 
o chraq_uox ochric epipedon 
umbraq_uox : umbric or histic 
---------
plinthaq_uox l continuous plinthite within 125 cm 
----------- (specinl subgroup when within 30 cm: lithic?) 
Humox 
acrohumox 
Note: this includes bath the Ground-\fater 
Lntori to soils ( wi th plinthi te-in-format ion) 7 
end me.ny of the soils wi ih fossil plinthi te 
(oven thoso thnt havo a massi ve crust ! ) • 
: humid areas 9 higher altitudes 
Loss than 60 dnys dry 9 ~ 20 kg C per m2 wi thin 0 100 cm 9 morm annual tempernture < 22 C 9 V > 
3 5% in B, not hydromorphic or plinthi tic. 
CEC of one subhorizon < 1 m.oq_./100 g of clay 
gibbsihumox : sheet of gibbsito 
ho,plohumox 
sombrihumox 
Orthox 
acrorthox 
eutrorthox 
CEC > 1 meq_. 
wi th dt'.rk horizon in B 
humid nreas 9 low altitudes 
Less thnn 60 déws dry 9 mean émnurü ternpere,ture 
) 22% .2.E < 20 kg C etc. 9 not hydromorphic 
or plinthitic 
CEC < 1 meq/ 100 g of clay 
V > 35% till at leEtst 125 cm depth 
gibbsiorthox: gibbsite sheet 
h<:tplorthox 
umbriorthox 
ochric epipodon with<1% C in somo part 
above 75 cmo 
umbric opipedon 9 or ochric wi th) 1% C every-
whare abovo 75 cm. 
Ustox 
acrustox 
eutrustox 
haplustox 
Torrox 
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subhumid nrens 9 low 2.l ti tudes 
More thnn 60 dnys dry 9 mean annual tempo 
?- 15°C 9 epipodon with VRluos<4o 
CEC<1 meq. 
mollie or urn bric 9 V > 500;0 in B when clayey 9 
3 5~1a in B when 11 lo nmy" 
unliko th0 o.bove 
dry areas (formerly Idox) 
Usually dry, ochric epipedon 
Subgroups for several of the groups 9 especially the haplic onos 9 are: 
typic 
nq_uic 
plinthic 
psammentic 
ruptic-lithic 
tropeptic 
the norm<'.Ü ones 
: mottles wi th chroma~ 2 9 accompcmiod by 
(dark) red ones, within 125 cm. 
non-indurnted plinthite within 125 cm 
lj_ghter th~n sandy clay loam in the oxic 
horizon 
: shallow9 i.e. oxic horizon extending till 
less than 12 5 cm, and li thic contact in 
maximally half the pedon 
sh:::.llovv and/ or wi th 11 structure" in the 
oxic horizon, i.e. with some aspects 
pointing to argillic horizon ( {\j Ferrisols) 
b) Non-ferrallitic associated soils 2 in part plinthitic. 
Ultisols 
Alfisols 
Inceptisols 
Entisols 
nrgillic horizon, V <35%, menn annual temp. 
/ 8°C 9 no spo die or oxic ( unless underlying 
the e:,rgillic) horizon, no continuous 
plinthite within 30 cm. 
Tho Aq_uults, Udults and Ustults hnve 
plinthic groups and/or subgroups. 
nrgillic horizon, V ;> 35% or mean annual 
tenrp.<8°c, usually moist 9 no spodic or 
oxic (unless underlying the argillic) 
horizon, no continuous plinthite within 30 
cm. 'l'he Aq_ualfs 9 Udalfs 9 Ustalfs and Xeralfs 
hnve plinthic subgroups, tho Ustalfs also a 
plinthic grou:p. 
cambio horizon, etc. 
Tho itq_uepts have a plinthic grouVi the 
Tropepts and ,,ndepts h::we oxic subgroups 
( (\) Latosol-like li.cid Brovm Forest soils 
and .ii.ndosols). 
no diagnostic horizons. 
~·, subgroup occurs, Oxic Q,unrtzipsnmments 9 
having: belovr the 11--;--5r:-25-ciiï;-ïönmy-sfind 
or coarsor till at f onst 100 cm, not bydro-
morphic 9 sand froction <5% we2,therable 
minornls ( (\) Red and Y el low .heid Sands 9 
Latosolic Sands). 
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c) FJvaluation. 
very clenr as regards bound2.ry criteria, but these are as yet not 
adequate for the main Oxisol aroas 
subdivision on CEC-olay and detailod oomposition of the clay fraction 
is rudimente,ry 
instond of base-snturation - an easily moasurable soil characteristio 
- (soil) climatic dat~ nre used, implying much guess work. Climatio 
conditions should form ['. sepnrato factor, next to the soil 9 nt land 
c lassificn.t ion 
hydromorphic so ils nre incluclod \Ü th the oxisols 9 which is gEmetically 
incorrect 9 plinthi te moreover is not Yr0ll definod nor subdi vidod. The 
Ac1uox suborder thoreforo is vory mossy 
unsympathetic nomenclaturo, for lioth soil men and non-soil men aliko. 
8. 5 The Fli.O/UNESCO approach. 
For the Soil Mrip of the World Project, 1''11.0 and UNESCO have procured to 
develop a 10gend that combines the ndvantnges of the genotic appronch to 
soil olassification (Russüm 9 French) with those of the morphometric 
ap1Jroach (U. S .A. 9 7th approximp,tion) and the mmzy fj_old datn as oollected 
a.o. in Congo and Brazil - cf. Dudal 1968, 1969 and table 3. 
a) Subdivision of the ferrallitic soils. 
Ferralsols 
Orthio ferralsols 
Xanthio ferralsols 
Rhodic ferralsols 
Humic ferrelsols 
Acric ferralsols 
clmracterized by an oxic B-horizon ( == oxic 
horizon)) for det[tils 9 also as regétrds 
MunseJ.1 criteria of colours montioned bolovv 9 
cf. original publications and to.blo 1o 
yellow to yellowish red B, Si02/Fe2o3 ratio < 13 9 V <35'f~ in some subhorizon of B, no 
plinthi te wi thin 125 crn ( N Red-Ye1J.ovr Lo.to-
sols) 
: yellow to pale yellow B 9 Si0/Fo 2o3 ~13 ( L Oo hit:,h knolini te content 9 < 9% iron oxides) 9 
V<35'/o 7 nc plinthite ( (\) Kaolinite Latosols) 
red to dusky red, V variable but often ) 35%, 
no plinthite ( N Lri.tosols Roxo==Terrn Roxa 
Legitima) 
él. vveightcd QVOT['.ge of > 0. 78%Ctil1 at least 
100 cm depth ( N Humic Latosols) 
wi th very low CEC of clay fraction ( N Acrox) 
Plinthic ferralsols 
Gleyic fcrralsols 
-----------------
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oxic B and/or plinthic horizon (Le. 
continuous soft lJlinthite) within 125 cm 
depth3 can be gleyic c.s well ( V) Plintaquox9 
many Ground-r/o.ter Laterite soils) 
wi th gley· phenomena or periodically vmter-
saturated, no plinthi te. 
b) Non-ferrallitic associated soils 2 in po.rt plinthi tic. 
Nitosols 
eutric 
dystric 
humic 
plinthic 
Acrisols 
orthic 
humic 
ferric 
plinthic 
(~,'leyic 
---·---
Luvisols 
orthic 
chromic 
ferric 
pallid (= ochric) or sombric (= umbric) ~, 
diffuse boundary to argilluvic B ( = argillic 
horizon) 9 CEC-clay of B (not-corrected for 
orgrcnic mntter) < 24 meq_. 9 often red to dusky 
red. J;. new order between the old Letosols 
and Red-Yellow Podzolic soils,very useful! 
Encompassing Ferrisols 9 Sols ferrallitiques 
app2uvri/rajeuni/pénévolué, Terra Roxo, 
Estructurada 9 Roddish Brown Lateritic soils 
etc. 
V in lower B ) 35% 
V in lower B < 3 5% 
O. 78% C till 100 cm 9 V < 35% 
pallid or sombric A, clear boundary to 
nrgilluvic L with V < 35% in lower part 9 CEC 
of B variable (?) 
yellow or yellowish red B ( i/., Red Y el low 
Podzolic soil of low base status) 
: sombric A 9 V < 35% in all of B 9 ) 0.78% C 
ave rage till 100 cm ( V> Rubrozerns) 
yellowiah brown to reddish bro1im B 
(A rnay be shallowly histic) 9 plinthic hörizon 
wi th 125 cm, can be gleyic 2s well ( V> 
Ground-Vfoter L.'.::teri te soil pp.) 
(A mo.y be sho.llowly histic), gleyic but not 
plinthic or pl~nic (i.e. with ::i. clay po.n-B) 
p2llid or sombric J,_ 9 argilluvic B and V > 
35'fb in lowor part of B. 
: CEC in B > 24 m.eq. 9 A not hP-rd when dry, 
brown Il ( V> Gray--Brown Podzolic soils) 
CEC in Il) 24 m.eq. 9 A hard when dry, 
strong brown to rod :S ( Vl Terra Rossa 9 Red-
Yellow Moditerrnnean soils) 
CEC in B < 24 m. eq. 9 yellowish brovm to 
reddish brown B (VJ Red-Yellow Podzolic soil 
of high base status, Sols Ferrugineux Tropi-
cnux lessivês) 
gleyic 
Ji.renosols 
Lithosols 
eutric 
dystric 
carbone.tic 
c) Evaluation. 
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(I\ may be shallowly histic) 9 CEC in B 
variable (?), plinthic horizon within 125 cm, 
C.'.:rn be gleyic as well ( V'J some Ground-Vfotor 
Latorito soils) 
: (li. may be shallowly h~stic), 
gleyic horizon, v1hich is not 
plinthic. 
CEC variable 
planic or 
. 
. ~ 15% clay 9 oxic character of B if i t were 
heavier ( V> Jwid Red and Yellow Sands 9 
Latosolic Sanda) 
includes soils with massive hard plinthito 
shallow or at surfnce 
- still too genoral to be applied at most surveys, unless broad 
reconnaissance 
- inclusion of plinthic and gloyic in tho ferralsols is not consistent 
wi th the ferralli tizntion l)rocess 9 ho1,vevor slightly less mossy thnn 
in the 7th Approximation 
the introduction of Nitosols satifies a practical demand 
the approach in genoral combines tho advantagos of most 11 schools 11 
of classification and has taken account of extensiva field data from 
South i.merica, J1frica? ,\sieo, and _kust ral ia ( many correlation trips 
and regional comparativo conferences), it is orientated to practical 
significance of soil profile difforences and it provides a 
co:r.rolc..tion (Dudal 1968) with the existing names. 
il. graphic comparison of the place of the ferralli tic soils and 
associatod ones in the various main classification systems? on the basis 
of the U.S.A. subdivision, is given in table 2 (after lecture notes 
Bennema). 
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Chapter _2. USES OF THE FERR.ALLITIC ii.ND/OR PLINTHITIC SOILS. 
9.1 Aspects of Land classification. 
General information on the agri.cul tural possibili ties and limitntions 
of ferralli tic and/or plinthi tic soils can be found wi th Bernd Andreae 
(1965) 9 general 9 Laudelout (1962) and Nyo and Groenland (1960) Ets regards 
shifting cultivation and savanne,h managomont? Jacob and Uexhüll 1963 as 
roge,rds förtilizing9 and several regional monographs lilrn Som broek ( 1966 9 
last chapter). 
In very general terms ferrallitic soils cnn be compared 9 as regards 
their ngricultural use 9 with the poor sandy soils of temperate regions 9 the 
soils wi th presontday soft plinthi to wi th i ts Ground-Water Podzols nnd the 
soils with fossil massive hard plinthite with its Lithosols from very acid 
rocks. 
The below discussion follows the concept of existence of gualitios 9 
which act more or less indepondontly and are each of them the result of 
proporties of varying degree of complexity. Q,ualities should always bo 
seen in relation to the lnnd utilization system(s) envisaged 9 which o,lso 
determines the feasi bili ty of the improvemont pos si bili ties for each of the 
relevant qualitios (c.q. limitations);; cf. Boek 2 Bennoma and Camargo (1964) 9 
various pubJ.ications of Vink 9 etc. 
1. Physical soil fertility: not moisture storage capacity in tho rootable 
zone. 
a) ~~-~~~=~~~~~~!~~~~~~-!~~~~~~~!~~-~~~~~g the field capacity/moisture 
aequivalent is rnther high (porous and aften clayey soils) 9 but there 
are indications thnt the net moisture storage cape.city per volume 
unit is still rathor low9 especinlly in those soils relatively poor 
in sosquixodes (cf. Sombroek 1966, Wossel 1971). Still? tho total 
storagc is lnrge beoause of the extreme thickness of the rootable zone 
(several metres). Only oxceptionally there is a supply from ground-
wat&r. Few data on moisture stor[l,ge h[l.ve been collected, a.o. because 
atmosferic moisture is aften more than sufficient. However 9 when some 
dry months prevail a deep apparent drying-out of profiles has been 
obsorvod 9 elso undor forost. 
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b) ~~-~Z~~~-~~!~-~~~~~~!~~~-~~~~!~~!~i the storage capacity is vory 
101,v 9 both because of the sandinoss of the .A 9 and tho deLconess and 
hydromorphy of tho B whero root ponetration is v0ry rustricted. 
c) in soils with fossil plinthitoa capacity varies frorn fair to poor 9 
------------------------------
do pcmd ing on tho % of stony rnnterial ( > 25% is considored to bo a 
hampor 9 ospocially if thoro nro dry months) and tho dogroo of 
mnssivinoss of tho plinthito 9 which rostricts rooting (whon fully 
mo.ssi vo the occu.rrenco nbovo 150 om is olread3r considered ëc ho.mper). 
2. Physical soil toxici ty: presonco or risk of we,terlogging in tho rootablo 
zone9 i.e. absence of oxigen or oxcoss of co2. 
a) in non-concretionary forrallitic soils: not n problom 
--------·------------------------------
b) in soils wi th prosontday plinthi te: vmtcrlogging is a mnjor limitation 
bocauso of i) intorforonce by donso layers with deficient peroolntion 
rate 9 ii) so2sonally high ground-wator table 9 iii) usually low 
hydraulio conductivity of the substrntum. Improvement hardly possiblo 
or foe,sible. 
c) in soils with fossil plinthito: dogroc of limitation depends on dopth 
and massivenoss of the plinthite. 
3. Chomical soil fortility: avn.ilStbility of ple.nt nutrients. 
a) ~~-~'.:!.~='.:'..~~'.:'..E~!=!:.~~'.:'.':E~-~~::~~~~~!~~-~~~!~= medium to low total CEC 9 both 
potential and actual 9 and often low or very low base saturation. 
Nutrients are in fact largeJ.y storod in the toplayer (subdivision on 
the pronouncedness of tho .Al) and in the vegetative cover (sub-
di vision on vogotation phnses ! ) . But becm1so of the deep rooting aJso 
the fow nutrients stored in subsoil n.nd substrntum are important 
( subdi vision on CEC-clay nud on bo.se saturation of B ! ) 
N doficioncy is norrnR1 1 excopt diroctly n.fter clearing (duo to 
rapid mineralizntion of frosh organic matter and humus)7 a limit 
is difficul t to give 9 a.o. becnuse the e_lement occurs afton in 
vol~tile or unstable farms. 
P doficiency is general 9 a.o. bocausG of fixntion by crystallino 
(at the edges) - 9 subcrystalline - 9 and gel-farms of Fe and 
ospecially Al (the lattor also at exchangeablo form at very low pH). 
Fixation normally lnrger ~111d strong·er when higher sesquiotlde content 
(subclivision on sesquiaxide contont of clay fractionl) 9 smaller when 
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high organic mattor content (subdivision on pronouncednoss of A!). 
Very approxim2te limit~ 1 mg P2o5 - Truog/100 g soil. 
- K doficioncy not so freCi_uent and cri ticnlly as P and N. Vory 
approximate limits 0.2 meq per 100 gr. soil. 
- Moso nutrionts: sulphur doficioncy may occur. 
- Micro nutrionts: little studiod; possibly common 9 especially for 
cattle9 co balt and mangmrnse (the latter Hhen rolntively low% 
sesquioxides)ï for crops: zine and baron. 
b) in soils with presentday plinthite: fertility extromely low becauso 
of poor vegotative cover 9 thin ~ 9 and ospecially becauso of the 
shallow rcoting. 
c) in soils with fossil plinthite: vnrinble 9 deponding on percontage 
massi viness 9 émd depth. Ofton highor P fixntion ( ?) ; sometimos slightly 
hi.gher CEC or content of micro-nutrients 9 becnuse of some enclosed 
we:ather2"ble minor als in tho decomposing hard plinthi te. 
4. Chemical soil toxicity: salinity 9 salinization hazard etc. 
a) ~:=_:=::.~:::::.~:::~!~::.:=~::~_!2::::~~~~!~::-~::_~~~: no problem of salinization9 
allG:üinization 9 sulphatation. l\fang2nese may however be taxie in some 
iron-rich ferralliti 0 soils from basic rock. Exchangeable kl is some-
what taxie due to very low pH. ;, bsolute amounts are howevGl" smnll 
(ii.mazon& 2Cf{o of CEC 9 1-2 meq/100 g) 9 and toxicity is easily suppressed 
at pH-highering by liming7 small nmounts are sufficient bec[mse of 
low pH-dependent .<ccidi ty. 
b) in soils wi th present day plinthite: E:x:ch2ngeable Al % nw.y be much 
higher 9 especially if K. is still relatively high 9 due to hydromorphism l 
(ll.mnzom 75~; of CEC 9 5 rneq/100 g). 
Salinity etc.: no problem. 
c) in soils with fossil plinthite: see a. 
5. Biological soil fertili-t;ya N-fixation etc. 
e.) ~::-~::.:::::::_:=::::~!~::.~~::~-!~::::~~~~!~::-~::_~~~: N-fixation by free-living 
bact8ria (Clostridium 9 Beyerinckia7 no Azotobacter) 9 but relativa 
importance unknovvn. lï'ixo.tion by symbiotic bacteria seoms largo under 
natural vegetation (many Loguminosae trees: Amnzon 15-3o%), but the 
root nodulation is aften small or absent (due to P deficiency?). 
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Worms are absent 9 homogenization and porosi ty promotion is taken over 
by termites 9 ants 9 rodents etc. 'rormites can increase fertility (~ 
19 55). 
Data on mycorrhizo. 9 fungi (for mineralization) etc. are very fow. 
b) in soils with presentday plinthite: vory small activity of soil florn 
and fnuna. 
c) in soils with fossil plinthite: variable, doponding on %9 dogree of 
massivinoss 9 and depth of tho plinthite. 
6. Biological soil toxicity: presence or risk of soil-borne pests. 
a) in non-concr6tionary ferrallitic soils: abundance of leaf-cutting o.nts 
(Atta spp.) is often very detrimental, especially for annual crops. 
Few data on occurrence of Nemotodes. 
b) ~::-~~~~~-~~!~_!::'.'.::~~::!~~;y:_!:~~::!~~!~a fow Atta spp. 
c) in soils with fossil plinthitei variablo. 
7. Surf ace recepti vi ty a.s seodbod; 11 til th 11 • 
a) ~::_::~::=~~::~::~!~~::~:_:;y:_!~:'.:'.~~~~!~~-~~~~~: normally good seedbod becnuse 
of good structuro and high structure stnbility. On old savannnh soils 
with low content of organic matter o.nd splashy rainfall, some sealing 
and crushing is however possible, as well as the formation of hard 
noclules (Si?). Mulching howevor easy. 
b) in soils v1i th presentday plinthi te~ tilth poorer. 
----------------------------------
c) in soils with fossil plinthite: tilth good 9 except when massivo 
plinthite at or near surfnce. 
8. Surface troadability (for cattle etc.) 
a) in non-concrotionary ferrallitic soilsg no problem. 
b) 
is common 
c) in soils \Vith fossil plinthitos normally no problem. 
9. Surface limi tations for the uso of implements: 11 arabili ty" 
a) ~~-~~~=~~~~:'.~!~~~~:'.~_!:::~~~~~!~~-~~~~~: no probJ.ems because not stony 9 
good structure 9 high structure stability 9 relativoly low stickiness and 
plasticity, slopes moreovor grndual if e.ny. 
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b) ~::-~~~~~-~~!~_E:~~~~!~~~-E~~~!~~!:• little or no problem 
c) ~::-~:?.~~~-~~!~_!:?.~~~~-~~~~!~~!~: if plinthite at or near surface 
there is a moderato to absolute limitation, depending on the 
massivinosso Often aJ.so rathor short and irregular slopeso Fine 
and looso concretionary constitutes little or no limitation at 
shifting cultivationo 
10.Spatial regularity of soil and terrain pattern (determining the size 
and shape of fields with uniform management). 
a) ~~-:::?.:::~~::~:~!~~::~:~-!~::~~~~!~~-~~~~~: no probJ.em, because profile 
characteristics are uniform over large distances, as is the macro-
relief. There is no meso-relief, but micro-relief can bo some 
J.imitation at mechanized farming because of abundance of termite 
mounds. Levelling however easy. 
b) ~::-~~~~~-~~!~_!:::~:::!~~~-E~~::!~~!~= some limitation because soil 
profile characteristics are rather variable (eog. depth and sandinoss 
of A 2 )~ macro and mesL-reliof are no limitation, micro-relief some-
times, charactoristics of.the substratum may vary considerablo but 
since drainage is not worthwhile - even very dangerous - this is 
not of practical importance. 
o) ~==-~:'..~~~-~~!~-~:'..~~~~-!:~~::!~~!'.:' often considerable limitation because 
rather quick lateral differences in depth, thickness and massiviness 
of the plinthi te lay er( s) are co'nmon 9 aften associated wi th irregulo.r 
macro-relief (e.g. rests of tabla-lands). 
11.Liability to erosion 
a) ~::_:::?.:::~:?.::~:~!~~::~:~-~~:~~~~~!~~-~:?.~~~2 both for water- and for wind 
erosion very low because of the structure stability (except for sandy 
profiles and when very poor in iron), high infiltration rate, gentle 
slopes if any, quick recoverage of vegetation. Fertility erosion on 
burned fields can however be considerable. 
b) ~:!;-~~~~~-~~!~_!'.::'..~:'..:?:!~~~-!'.~~::!~~!'.:= under actual conditions low 
because of flatness of the terrains and the high ground-water table. 
Potentially very high after artificial change in ground-water table, 
in view of very low stability of the A and the poor vegetativo cover. 
c) ~::-~:?.~~~-~~!~_!:?.~~~~-~~~~!~~!~i very low, like undor a), or even loss 
(larger, protecting elements). 
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12. Accessability 
An accidental problem only. 
13. Water storage capacity on terrain 
In general poor (gentle slopes and/or high infiltration rate and 
hydraulic conductivity)? but usually not of importance in view of the 
climate. 
14. Fertility renewal by overflow or overblow 
Not occurring? except for some areas with fossil plinthite (dust over-
blow from deserts). 
15. Crop damaging by overflow and overblow 
Not occurring? except for some areas with fossil plinthite (where moving 
coversands). 
16. Crop-value of vegetation 
a) in non-concretionary ferrallitic soils under forest: 
for timber supply usually too mixed; possibly useful for pulp and 
paper industry. Locally logging of some very valuable species? 
though scattered. 
b) in non-concretionary ferrallitic soiJ.s under (anthropogenic) savannah 
--------------------------------------
and soils with presentday plinthite under (edaphic) savannah~ very 
-------------------------------
sma 11 value of woody vegetation (some fuel supply)~ moderate value 
of grassy vegetation (natural grasses are of low palatability). 
c) in soils with fossil plinthite: variable? sometimes even better 
quality of a forest coverage than at a). 
17. Crop- and cattle protection by vegetation 
a) in non-concretionary ferrallitic soils under forest: very effective 
protection against sunburn and dehydration; can be utilized by 
selective clearing. Suppression of weeds (one of the reasons of 
fallow at shifting cultivationl) 
::::~~:'.-~~~~~~~~= usually enough woody vegetation for cattle protection 
b) in soils with presentday plinthitea woody vegetation may be too 
sparse for cattle protection. 
c) in soils with fossil plinthite: variable. 
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18. Crop-hindrance by vegetation: 11 land development costs" 
a) in non-concretionary ferrallitic soils under forest2 very strong 
light capture 9 very strong cornpetition for water and nutrients: 
Clearing necessary but very cumbersome (a major obstack at land 
development). 
b) in soils with present day plinthite: limi tation small 
c) in soils with fossil plinthite~ variable 
19. Liability to atmospheric calamitiesi Locally hazard of tornados etc. 
20 • .Atmospheric moisture supply: 
Favourable to very favourable. High and often regular supply over the 
year 9 except in some areas with fossi1 plinthite. 
21. j.tmospheric energy of photo synthesis: 
High because of year-round photo synthesis 9 no frost etc. 9 but day-
length and sunshine somewhat restricting. The possibility of tropical 
are as wi th ferralli tic and/ or plinthi tic soils to pro duce various 
annual crops per year 9 or to ensure rapid growth of perennial crops 
c.q. timber in fact offsets 9 at globa1 scale of land evaluation 9 many 
of the disadvantages of the soils thernselves. 
9.2 General management practiees for the ferrallitic soils. 
Management practio:Js have to be based on the prevailing natural 
conditions: Favourable climatic conditions but nearly closed nutrient cycle 
on and at the surface3 recycling after degeneration by deep rooting plants 
(pumping mechanism). 
Iviaintenance or increase of the organic matter content is paramount. 
The organic matter is the- main bearer of plant nutrients (S) 9 determines 
the nutrient storage capacity (CEC) to large extent 9 is the main source of 
nitrogen 9 makes the phosphorus more easily available 9 increases the net 
moisture storage 9 maintains the homogeneity and porosity by activation of 
soil biology. 
'rhis can be done by green manuring 9 largely 11 biologic-dynamic 11 9 but often 
some additional chemical fertilizing is necessary to reactivate the pumping 
mechanism. 
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Farm-yard manures and compost are however also very useful, a.o. 
----------------- -------
because they usually contain macro and micro nutrients in proper combina-
tions. 
Pure application of chemical fertilizers easily upsets the delicate 
nutrient balance (one of the reasons why liming to above pH 5.5 often 
has no or a negative result), the more so because only little fertility 
research per type of ferrallitic soil has boen carried out. As a rule 
fertilizers should be of little soluble types 9 to prevent their leaching. 
Among the adapted erop production systems the following may be mentioned. 
- Shifting cultivation. In the absence of chemical fortilizers compounds 
for weed- and pest control 9 and capital-intensive farm implements 9 this 
system is in fact a rather logical use of the land. Care should however 
be taken that the fallow period is long enough 9 or the fallow growth is 
stimulated (e.g. by the "corridor-system" of Congo). 
- Perennial tree crops (rubber 9 oil palm, cocoa), in combination with spade 
loving shrub-crops and/or annual crops, are largely comparable to the 
natural vegetative cover as regards maintenance of the quality of the soils 
- provided that fertilizers are applied to recompense nutrient-loss by crop-
removal. 
- High-value crops (specials), like black pepper can also be an adapted 
use of the land. The high cash-value namely allows to give intensive care 
to maintenance or improvement of soil conditions by green manuring, 
mulching etc. 
- Mixed farming is feasible too, Parts with selected new types of grasses 
or palatable legumes can provide farm-yard manure for relatively small 
parts with annual crops 9 much the same as has been the practica for sandy 
soils in \ie stern Europa. 
- Adapted sil vicul ture may bo most feasi lJle pro po si tion 9 in the long run, 
for an efficient use of the forralli tic soils. The quick growth of soma 
selected tree species and variaties, including of Eucalyptus, would allow 
a large and constant supply of timber and pulp for the industrial countries 9 
while it certainly provonts any degeneration of the land. 
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9 0 3 Non-agricultural uses of ferrallitic and plinthitic soil materials. 
Ferrallitic soil material 9 because of its structure stability and very 
low swelling and shrinking 9 is usoful for road bodies. 
Soft plinthi te can bo used for bricks ( India 9 Cambodja etc.) but also 
for road-base. 
Hard plinthite is often usod for road-coverage if not too coarso. Its 
use howevor leads to 11 wash-board 11 patterns at non-tarred road-surfaces 9 
which is vory inconvenient at driving. The material can also be used as 
gravel in cement 9 and if the eloments aro of the propor size also for 
bricks (houses 9 walls, field boundarios etc.). Only sometimes tho hard 
plinthite is used for mining of iron-are or manganese-ore. The aluminous 
plinthites are howevor very valuable as a source of bauxito. Much useful 
information on the properties of hard plinthites for civil engineering 
purposes is given by Persons (1970) though his account of the genesis 
of the ma.terials is largely wrong. 
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